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Faculty petition for vote to freeze changes
by Nicole Motley
news editor
JMU President Ronald Carrier denied a
request made by 180 petitioning faculty
members to temporarily freeze university
restructuring but did plan a meeting to
address faculty concerns.
In a letter sent to all faculty members
Monday combating the petition, Carrier
said, "I want to make quite clear that I will
not call a halt to JMU's restructuring
Process.
"Our rapidly changing society and the
competing demands for public funds do
not allow us the luxury of making
leisurely choices in charting our future,"
Carrier wrote.
In a meeting held in Taylor Hall on
Nov. 22, about 85 faculty members
assembled to drum up support for a
petition asking Carrier to call a special
faculty meeting on or before Dec. 3 to
facilitate a referendum on a resolution
proposed in the petition.
In the resolution within the petition,
faculty members were asking for a
temporary halt to university restructuring
and the establishment of an interim

committee to address deficiencies in the
spirit of the petitioners' request.
existing governance system.
Carrier called for a meeting for faculty
The interim committee would consist of members on Dec. 7 at 5 p.m. in Grafton18 voting members — 12 full-time faculty
Stovall Theatre.
members elected by a majority of the
Carter Lyons, professor of mathematics
entire full-time faculty and six selected by
and speaker at the Nov. 22 meeting, said
the administration — who would develop
the meeting will not be a forum for
a framework for
• debating the
university gover- i<rx-.i
. •
I contents of the
nance.
If lite VOlC IS
I resolution. It
The signatures
/vy
.
,
,
will be a means
needed for the UjJlrmatlVe, men trie
I of informing
petition refer to „. „„
II
• .
I the faculty of
Article
VI Steps WOUlU gO VfllO
I the
voting
Section 1 of the
rr . »
I process for the
Faculty Senate ejjeCt.
res-olution and
Constitution,
the election of
which states that
Carter Lyons faculty memthe president
professor of mathematics Ders onto tne
shall call a
interim
special faculty meeting upon written
committee.
petition from 20 percent of the faculty.
"We have to get the vote [on the
With 180 signatures gained from a total of resolution], get enough people to vote,'^
508 full-time faculty members, about 35
Lyons said at the meeting last week. "If
percent of the faculty is represented.
the vote is affirmative, then the steps
Carrier wrote that although in this
would go into effect."
situation he was not bound by the
Faculty members will be voting on the
constitution to hold a meeting, he would
resolution to temporarily halt restructuring
call for one in order to comply with the
and establish an interim committee. Secret

ISAT program 'healthy7
despite enrollment drop

ballots will be distributed by noon on Dec.
8 and are due by 5 p.m. on Dec. 9.
A majority of all full-time faculty
members, including department heads,
must vote in favor of the resolution for it
to pass.
If the resolution passes, a second vote
will be taken to elect faculty members to
the interim committee. According to the
petition, the ballots will be distributed to
all full-time tenured and tenured-track
faculty members, excluding department
heads, by noon Dec. 13 and returned by 5
p.m. Dec. 15.
Also in his letter, Carrier raised four
points of action concerning the
restructuring process and the petition.
• There will be an open informational
meeting about restructuring at the
beginning of next semester with Carrier,
Dr. Linwood Rose, senior vice president
of administration and finance; Dr. Bethany
Oberst, vice president for academic
affairs; and members of the Restructuring
Committee.
• The Restructuring Committee currently
FACULTY page 2

Battles against closed
judicial process begin

by Karen McLaughlin
staff writer

by Megan Ross
contributing writer

Despite the recent criticism of the College of
Integrated Science and Technology, enrollment in the
ISAT program for the spring semester remains consistent
with enrollment of the current semester.
Dr. Maurice Wolla, CISAT program coordinator, said,
"In general, we are pleased with the enrollment."
CISAT program coordinator. Dr. Richard Roberds
said that even though it is difficult to keep track of how
many ISAT majors are enrolled in the program's classes
he doesn't see a significant drop off in enrollment.
Freshman ISAT major Kass Kastning said he is
confident in the program and expects that companies will
also agree that it is a good curriculum.
"It's going to be nationally recognized shortly because
it is growing in popularity already, and there are a lot of
people out there who already know about it," Kastning
said. 'It is a beginning step to higher education not only
in Virginia but in the nation as well because other states
will look at it and they might want to start a program like
that themselves."
Freshman Steve Hanson said, "I'm sure in a few years
it is going to be far more established and it is going to be
a far better curriculum than it is now."
Hanson said he is pleased with the program so far, and
he said he is impressed with the amount of input students
have with professors.
"They are accessible to any of our input," he said.
"That is why I think they are going to succeed."
Roberds said that of the 80 or 81 students that began

The policy of maintaining secret judicial programs at
many colleges and universities, including JMU, may be
challenged by the newly formed Campus Courts Task
Force.
The task force, formed in September, consists of
members from professional and student news media
across the country. Their mission is to open campus
judicial programs to public scrutiny.
A recent court decision involving the University of
Georgia and the student newspaper's rights of access to
judicial records was the first of its kind in the nation to
rule in favor of opening the records.
At JMU, when a student is charged judicially, only the
charges are made public. The person or persons involved
are not named and the outcome of the judicial charges is
not available to the public.
Only the judicial coordinator and those involved know
what penalties have been imposed as a result of the
judicial proceedings.
Carolyn Carlson, chairman of the new national task
force, said that open records should be the duty of
campus courts. "We think their highest priority ought to
be that the public's right to a safe and orderly community
is upheld." Carlson is also a writer for the Associated
Press in Atlanta and a former national president of the
Society of Professional Journalists
She said that the public's right to know about crime
on campus outweighs the individual's right to privacy.
"These are adults charged with violating rules of

ISAT page 2

MEUSSA CAMPBELL

Holiday Spirit
IABC Vice President Latia Green decorates
a tree while other IABC members wrap gifts
In the lobby of Anthony-Seeger Hall to donate
to the Salvation Army for the holiday season.
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Faculty.

continued from page 1

has three faculty members, but
Carrier said he would welcome
the addition of two more faculty
members. They can be chosen in
any manner determined by the
Faculty Senate.
• A small group may be formed
to
solicit
input
and
recommendations about the
university's governance structure.
The committee members will be
chosen by Carrier, the Faculty
Senate and the Student
Government Association.
• Carrier said he will
recommend to the Board of
Visitors that they officially
designate the speaker of the

Faculty Senate as the faculty's
representative at the board
meetings.
A subset of the Faculty for
Responsible Change, a name
applied to all those who signed
last week's petition, is
formulating a response to
Carrier's letter.
Carrier said in his letter that he
understands that faculty opinions
about
restructuring
are:
restructuring is not needed, it is
happening too quickly and
faculty suggestions have not been
considered.
"I recognize the sincerity of
these concerns, and I want to
address them further now and to

ISAT

continue to address them as
effectively and openly as
possible," Carrier wrote.
The petition, which was
formulated by a small group of
concerned faculty members,
reads, "We have no objection to
'restructuring' per se.
"However, we would not be
responsible in our roles as faculty
members, public employees and
taxpayers if we did not insist that
restructuring be of the university
and by the university rather than
something done to the
university."
The petition was circulated by
representatives from each
department on Nov. 23.

Judicial
continued from page 1

continued from page 1

this year as ISAT majors, about
eight have decided to change
their majors. He said the decrease
is not significant.
Kirsten Schatmeyer, a
freshman who has decided to
drop the program after a semester
of ISAT classes, said she feels
the program is disorganized and
that students are treated like
"guinea pigs."
"I feel that I've wasted an
entire semester," she said.
She said that she is not the
only one with these feelings and
that after the spring semester, she
expects a significant decrease in
the number of students enrolled
in the program.
She said she knows a lot of
people who are currently staying
in the program to get the math
and science credit.
Roberds said, "Right now, I
would say the attrition in the
ISAT program is well below that
normally experienced by other
programs at JMU."
Attrition itself does not
necessarily mean dissatisfaction
in a program but just an
adjustment of students as they
seek to find really what major is
of most interest to them,
according to Roberds.
"So the fact that we are losing
only about 10 percent is an
indication of a healthy program,"
he said.
Roberds said that faculty with
backgrounds in the field of
industry, as well as those who are
aware of what is needed in

industry programs and science
and technology undergraduate
programs helped develop the
curriculum.
Kastning said those who
criticize the program must not
know much about it.
"They are just having initial
reactions to what they see on the
surface. Maybe they are afraid of
something new," he said.
Other ISAT majors said
criticism of the program is not
valid since it is still in the stage
of development.
Freshman Jeremy Schaab said,
"It is a brand new program, so
how can anyone really judge the
curriculum. They are not familiar
with what is going on."
Schaab said he is also satisfied
with his classes and is impressed
that stress is placed on applied
and cooperative learning.
Dr. Dorn Peterson, professor
of physics, taught in CIS AT last
year, but he decided to quit in
March because he did not feel
that the courses were rigorous
enough or included enough
mathematics.
"I never really understood why
the administration of CISAT
wasn't making a better attempt to
just keep the faculty informed,
but I don't think that CISAT in
and of itself is the cause of the
current uproar on campus.
"I really don't think CISAT is
the cause of those problems.
There are separate problems that
the faculty have with CISAT,
largely because they just haven't
been informed with what is going
on in CISAT," Peterson said.

conduct," Carlson said. "If these
adults have committed a crime,
other adults have the right to
know what's going on. The
public has a right to know who
and how the law was violated.
"The only way the public can
know this is happening is if the
public has access to this
information."
Sexual misconduct, alcohol
violations and hazing are
examples of JMU judicial
violations.
JMU senior Jeff Leiendecker
said, "If the crime affects a
person other than the one
charged, then the records should
be open."

Other people
on campus
should have the
fy
right to know.
Amy Sexton
senior
Senior Amy Sexton said,
"Other people on campus should
have the right to know if
someone is doing something that
affects their safety."
The Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act, also
known as the Buckley
Amendment, is the main obstacle
preventing information from
being released.

MIKE HEFFNER

180 faculty members signed the petition asking for a meeting.

Under
the
Buckley
Amendment, federal funds may
be denied from colleges that
release personal information on
students such as grades and
financial data.
According to Carlson, many
administrators claim the Buckley
Amendment also applies to
disclosure of student disciplinary
records.
JMU judicial coordinator Mike
Way said the school is required
to keep records of criminal
violations and to publish those
yearly, but the school is not
required to publish the outcome
of those violations.
Way said he would not want to
see judicial information open to
the public.
1 think as a warning, charges
should be publicized, and they
are. That is our obligation, to
inform the community certain
things are occurring, to protect
your safety, you have a right to
know," Way said. "Because of
the educational nature of it, I do
not believe students have a right
to know the results."
Way said students learn that
there are consequences to their
actions and then they learn to
manage
their
behavior.
Therefore, he said, the judicial
process is educational.
Freshman Tommy Deusser
said, "Why should you be
sheltered and protected just
because you are in college? If
you are caught by the city police
and
charged
criminally,
everything goes in the paper."
Michael Booker, student
judicial coordinator, said

releasing student judicial records
"would really depend on the
caseBooker is required to report to
the
Student Government
Association at the beginning of
each semester concerning the
previous semester's decisions. In
his report, Booker gives the facts
of the cases and his verdicts, but
is not required to release the
names.
"I don't see the necessity of
releasing the information of the
major violations. I don't see what
purpose it would serve to release
that type of judicial information,"
Booker said.
Booker said he feels that if the
names were released, then if the
student were found innocent, that
could "blemish their records for
the rest of their collegiate
career."
Carlson said, "The person
who is misbehaving also has a
vested interest in having the
public aware of what is going on,
because that is their only defense
against unfair treatment. There is
no way he/she can know they are
being treated fairly."
Way said his job is to
continually do what he thinks is
right, and those students who feel
they are unjustly charged and/or
punished in the judicial process
can appeal his decision. The
appeal process is also a closed
hearing.
Presently, the Campus Courts
Task Force is working with
legislators to change the
regulations that are preventing
public access to judicial
information.

'To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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News
Renovations set
for Anthony-Seeger
by Katy Larkin
contributing writer
A future facelift for AnthonySeeger Hall will make way for
the relocation of the department
of theatre and dance and the
opening of a new mainstage
theatre.
Dr. Richard Whitman, dean of
the College of Fine Arts and
Communication, said the primary
goal of the project is to "integrate
the programs of theatre and dance
into one building."
The reconstruction project will
include building a mainstage
theatre, revamping the existing
auditorium to conform with the
guidelines set forth by the state
government for the classroom of
the 21st century and modifying
the outside appearance of the
building.
"I would like to see it
compatible with the architectural
style of the university . . .
somehow tied in with either the
Music Building, Duke Hall or
somewhere in between,"
Whitman said.
A main concern and reason for
this project is to relocate the
theatre classes, currently taught
in Theatre II, and dance classes,
currently taught in Godwin Hall,
to the same building, Whitman
said.
"Unifying will increase
communication and decrease
trafficking back and forth [to
Godwin], which will result in
greater interaction between
theatre and dance students," he
said.
In the reconstruction, the
departments
of
mass
communication and human

communication will move to
Harrison Hall. Nursing and social
work, already housed in Harrison
Hall, will be moved into Godwin
Hall.
These plans were finalized
before
the
university
restructuring project developed.
Whitman said the renovation is
"necessary and apart from the
restructuring effort"
The Theatre II building was
originally a turkey hatchery when
JMU bought the building. "The
roof leaks when it rains, and the
office of Tom Arthur is usually
flooded," Whitman said. "It's just
not a space we'd like to see our
faculty and students occupy."
Tom Arthur, head of the
department of theatre and dance,
said the renovation "all ties in
nicely" with the restructuring of
the College of Fine Arts and
Communication, especially since
the renovations will put theatre
and dance together in a better
facility.
Arthur said, "There's a lot
going on right now and you can't
tell when one [project] stops and
where [another] one starts."
Arthur said that the
reconstruction of the theatre and
dance complex as being directly
connected to the recent university
restructuring efforts.
Whitman said, "We are
interested in the architectural
modification of Anthony-Seeger
to make the building more
appealing so that it looks less like
an elementary school and more
like a university facility."
Although he won't be affected
by these future changes, president
RENOVATIONS page 9

JOSH SEELY

Acting up

Christine Tivel (far right), Tenley Bank (center) and Steve HoH (playing guitar) perform
In the one-act play "Cowboys #2" as a part of the Director's Showcase at Theatre II.

Winter car worries easily remedied
by Lisa Denny
contributing writer
For many students, starting their car during the
winter is a terrifying experience. Hopes are
whispered that the car they have forgotten for
months will start
The frost has settled and many are terrified when
they stepped into their car and can't see as far as the
window shield, which is frozen over.
"I've already noticed that I have a lot more
trouble starting my car with the cold weather,"
senior Emily Levinson said.
Sophomore Britt Herncall agrees that the winter
weather will change his driving habits. "I just spend
a few more seconds warming the engine on cold
mornings and taking more care of my car."
According to John Bonsall, assistant manager of
the Hanisonburg Merchants Tire and Auto Center,

there are many things students can do for their car to
get it prepared for the season.
• Auto mechanics say check the anti-freeze level.
• It also is a good idea to check the oil, especially
every 3,000 miles.
• Keeping a good check on windshield washer
fluid will help to cut through frost on cold
mornings.
• It is important to keep water in the battery.
• Snow tires aren't a must but are always
recommended.
• In case of an emergency, it is helpful to keep
flares in the car, as well as a blanket, in case you
have to stay in your car in the cold.
• Also, a first aid kit should be kept in the trunk to
help if there are minor problems.
• With the temperature dropping deeply every
CARS page 9

Proposed summer schedule tentatively slated for 1995
by Cristie Breen
SGA reporter
Changes on large and small scales
could be affecting the summer schedule of
classes as early as 1995, according to the
associate vice president for academic
affairs, who spoke at the Student
Government Association meeting
Tuesday.
Dr. Cecil Bradfield, who is also
chairman of the summer session planning
advisory committee, said the addition of a
third term, to be offered first during the
summer of 1995, is under consideration.
The extra term may allow some students
to earn their bachelor degrees in less than
four years, he said.
The committee is researching smaller
changes for summer sessions, such as
encouraging departments to offer more
sections of popular classes, as well as

ensuring that an equal number of classes
are offered in in earlier summer sessions
as are offered later in the summer.
Bradfield said that the addition of a
third term to the school year would
not threaten the existence of May
-^
session or shorter summer *£$&
sessions.
"Even if we go to a long
12 week term, within that
there would be some shorter
segments," he said, noting ]
that some students may not <
need to take a whole
semester's worth of classes in a
summer.
"One of the primary goals of Dr.
Oberst [vice president for academic
affairs] is to ensure that those who want to
complete their studies in less than four
years can do that," Bradfield said.
Bradfield's committee will be

formulating a calendar for the summer of
1995 and will distribute it to all committee
advisory boards this month for inspection
and comments.
Bradfield took comments and ideas
from SGA members and
encouraged
anyone with
comments or ideas on a new
summer schedule to contact
him.
Also at the meeting:
• Sen. Cathy Manderfield,
buildings and grounds
committee head, announced
plans for new bike racks to be
installed outside of Taylor Hall,
Warren Hall and at the bottom of the hill
on the commons.
Student Activities has been looking into
the purchase and has agreed on the type of
rack to be purchased, Manderfield said.
Funding must come from the university,

because state funds will not cover the
purchase of bicycle racks, she said.
The racks would be of a new design
that is less harmful to the bicycles, lower
to the ground and would make theft nearly
impossible, Manderfield said. The rack is
designed to wrap around the frame of
individual bikes, guarding both the frame
and front wheel.
Some senators expressed concern over
the new racks' price tag. Each two-bike
unit would cost $220, Manderfield said.
The current plan to order 36 units to
secure 72 bicycles, would cost a total of
$7,920, not including snipping charges.
"The need for new bike racks is
definite," Manderfield said. "People are
buying bikes of high quality today. If
people are interested in taking care of
them, then they would want to invest in
good racks."
SCHEDULE pt*e9
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World News
Amtrak passenger train derails,
63 people reported injured
A fast-moving Amtrak passenger train
derailed Tuesday after ramming a truck
that was carrying an 82-ton electric
turbine that had stalled on a crossing near
Kissimmee, Fla., authorities said.
Amtrak spokesman Clifford Black said
that of at least 63 passengers and crew
reported hurt, six required hospiialization,
none with life-threatening injuries. The
truck driver was reported seriously
injured.
The accident is likely to lead to calls for
elimination of grade crossings on highspeed routes. Five hundred seventy-five
people were killed last year in accidents at
the 289,500 such crossings nationwide.
Black said the Silver Meteor from
Tampa to New York was traveling near
the maximum 79-mph speed limit when it
hit the truck at 12:45 p.m. Tuesday. He
said the locomotive derailed with the first
four cars — a mail car, a baggage car, a
sleeping car and a lounge.
Black said the'train carried 88
passengers and 10 crew members. It was
not immediately clear whether the driver
was in the truck at the time of the crash.
— LA. Times/Washington Pott
new* service
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NEWSFILE
Palestinian, Israeli clashes
Jeopardize peace agreement
JERUSALEM — After a day of clashes
between Palestinian youths and Israeli
troops in the strife-torn Gaza Strip, Israeli
military commanders agreed Tuesday
evening to scale down their searches for
fugitive guerrillas in return for Palestinian
efforts to restore a ceasefire.
Nearly 70 Palestinians were reported
wounded and one, a boy of 15, was killed
as Israeli soldiers fired on thousands of
Gaza youths who were manning barricades
of burning tires to protest the army's
manhunts of the past week.
Plans for Israel's withdrawal from Gaza
next month and prospects for Palestinian
self-government are now in jeopardy. The
military commanders met Tuesday with
leaders of Fatah, the mainline group within
the Palestine Liberation Organization, to
shape an agreement they hoped would
defuse the explosive tension in the region.
"It is very important... to clarify to
everyone, to the organizations, to the
population, to Fatah, that we are not at war
with them,'' a senior Israeli officer in Gaza
asserted.
Prime 'IvTlnister Yitzhak Rabin warned
that the violence showed the need for an
agreement on security arrangements
during the autonomy period. Israel would
insist on it, he said. This might delay by "a
week or so" the proposed Dec. 13 start of
Israel's pullback from Gaza and the
Jericho district on the West Bank, he said.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
news service

MATT SCHWABEL

Source: USA Today

Clinton signs Brady bill, imposes national
five-day waiting period on gun purchases
WASHINGTON — President Clinton
signed the Brady bill, which imposes a
nationwide waiting period for the purchase
of handguns, into law Tuesday during a
White House ceremony that rippled with
the politics of gun control and the passion
of hundreds of Americans who marked the
successful end to a seven-year fight
Sarah Brady, flanked by her husband
for whom the legislation is named and
their 15-year-old son, Scott, saluted two
presidents for providing the political
leadership to get the legislation passed:
former President Reagan at the start and
Clinton at the end.
Reagan, who opposed most gun-control
legislation until well after he was the
victim of a 1981 assassination attempt that
seriously wounded then White House
press secretary James Brady, "made it a
badge of honor for Republicans" to
support the legislation, Sarah Brady said.
And Clinton made the legislation a reality
by publically pledging to sign it during his
campaign and after he took office.

Brady, reading from his wheelchair a
text held by his wife, said the legislation
means "the end of unchecked madness and
the commencement of a heartfelt crusade
for a safer and saner country.*'
He recalled the day 12 years ago when
"my life was changed forever by a
disturbed young man with a gun." Too
many young people, he said, "believe that
a gun is the answer to their problems. I
can tell them it is not I can tell them about
the pain and the frustration. I hope they
will listen."
The signing was a symbol of one of the
sharp changes from the previous
administration. The Bradys received no
support and little encouragement from the
Bush administration, and for much of
President Bush's tenure, they could not get
a foot in the door of the White House.
The Brady legislation, which requires a
five-day waiting period during which local
police conduct a criminal background
check of prospective handgun buyers, will
take effect in 90 days. A version of it was

first introduced in 1987 by then-Rep. Ed
Feighan (D-Ohio), and since then, Clinton
noted, more than 150,000 Americans have
been killed by handguns.
When Clinton signed the bill, the crowd
of 200 police officers and legislators,
citizen activists, mayors and governors
erupted in loud cheers unusual in their
exuberance in the ceremonial East Room.
Before the signing, Clinton called the
legislation "step one in taking our streets
back," and he recounted his commitment
to protect sportsmen from intrusions on
their use of guns without allowing antigun control forces to use sportsmen as a
front The president also offered a "special
word of thanks" to members of Congress
who supported the legislation "when there
was some considerable political risk either
attached to it or thought to be attached" or
who come from districts where guncontrol votes are risky because of National
Rifle Association influence.
— LA. Times/Wasliington Post
newsservice

National task force formed to develop cure for AIDS
WASHINGTON — Health and Human
Services Secretary Donna Shalala
announced a new national task force
Tuesday to speed the development of
more effective AIDS drugs.
The task force is the government's most
intensive effort yet to foster cooperation
among researchers, regulators and
activists, who have found themselves
working at cross purposes in their fight
against the human immunodeficiency
virus that causes AIDS.
"The task force has a clear and critical
mission: to identify and remove any
barriers or obstacles to developing
effective treatments," Shalala said on the
eve of World AIDS Day.
The 15-person panel, whose members

will be be selected during the next two
months, will include representatives from
government academia, the pharmaceutical
industry and AIDS activist groups. "It is
time to refocus and re-energize our best
minds for a concerted attack on this
killer," Shalala said.
The announcement was an admission
that the decade-long effort against the
disease has so far failed. Only three
antiviral drugs — AZT, Ddl and ddC —
have approval from the Food and Drug
Administration. But these compounds are
not cures, and their ability to prolong the
lives of people infected with HIV has been
undermined by viral strains resistant to the
therapeutic effects of the drugs.
Hundreds of novel anti-viral drugs are

under investigation across the country, and
the FDA has streamlined the procedure for
getting AIDS drugs approved, said FDA
Commissioner David Kessler. But not one
experimental drug is far enough along to
be considered for approval and sale, he
said, suggesting the need for greater
cooperation and innovation at the earliest
stages of drug discovery and development
'Tor the first time in the fight against
HIV-related disease, the United States will
have a systematic overarching effort to
coordinate drug development to treat HIV
infection and HIV-related diseases," said
assistant secretary for health Philip Lee,
who will head the task force.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
newsservice
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OUTLET
SPORTSWEAR
IMPRINTED SPORTSWEAR

SALE

JACKETS - SWEATSHIRTS - T-SHIRTS - CAPS - ETC.
OVERRUNS - MISPRINTS - IRREGULARS - DISCONTINUED ITEMS

FRI. & SAT. ONLY

NOV. 13 - DEC. 18

10-5PM

SALE LOCATION ONLY
185 NEFF AVE. - OLD WOODY'S BUILDING
(703)434-4240

Christmas 1993
Green Valley

BOOK
FAIR
OVER 250,000 NEW, CURRENT BOOKS

Port Road

Convenience Store

Three packs of
CAMT1 MC/tHTTES
for the price of twe
while supplies last.

ALLAT 60%-90% OFF RETAIL

■

Featuring Current Best Sellers, Reference, History,
Literature, Fiction, Children's Cookbooks, Computer, & MORE

I

** NOW ACCEPTING VISA & MASTERCARD **

\

December Book Fair Dates:

SMOOTH BUTE

uxrnut

8

Bagels

•£& andSubs

SOLO HERE?

FREE

$
*

Saturday, December 4 & Sunday, December 5
Saturday, December 11 & Sunday, December 12
Open Saturdays 9 AM. - 9 P.M.
Open Sundays 12 Noon - 5 P.M.

Any Size
Fountain Drink
or Coffee
with Coupon.
Expires 12/6/93
^3;:xxs5*2i&G{;t;iXttut&&

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.
U

"The East Coast's #1 Book Clearance Center"

^ed. fe^11 "arrisonburg and Slaunton, VA in the heart of the Shenandoah Valley
Take 1-81, Exit 240, turn east on Rt. 682. Watch for signs. Only 1 1/2 miles off 1-81

(703) 434-4260
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Campus News
Alcohol-Abuse Prevention Contest seeking
entries from Virginia college students
All students enrolled in a Virginia college or university
during the 1993 fall semester are eligible to submit entries
to the first statewide alcohol-abuse prevention media
campaign contest for and by college students. Groups of
students may enter as teams.
Students may submit ideas for posters, television or
radio public service announcements, newspaper ads,
novelty items or a complete campaign combining all of
the above. Contest entries can take the form of a script,
sketch or a written outline of the overall concept
Prizes will be awarded in the following categories:
single medium, four winners, $200 each; multi-media,
three winners, $400 each; grand prize, one winner, $1000.
Entries must be received by Dec. 15 at 5 p.m. Winners
will be announced by Jan. 31,1994.
For more information and complete contest rules, write
to Marigail Sexton, student affairs coordinator, the State
Council of Higher Education for Virginia, 101 North 14th
St., Richmond, Va., 23219, or call her at 804-225-2603.

-fTir-

by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Campus police raped the following:
Grand Larceny
• Jewelry and a key chain were reported stolen from the Alpha
Sigma Tan sorority house between 2:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Nov. 22.
The items are valued at $600.
• A black, wool women's blazer and its contents were reported
stolen from the computer lab in Converse Hall between 6:40 am.
and 11 am. Nov. 23.
The blazer contained a wallet, a bank card and other personal
items.
The blazer, wallet, and personal items are valued at $75. The
theft is classified as a grand larceny due to the stolen bank card.
• More than $500 was reported stolen from a Valucard machine in
Carrier Library between 11 p.m. Nov. 22 and 8 a.m. Nov. 23.

Patty Larceny
~m ><
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NEWSFILE

Operation Santa Claus collecting presents
from JMU community for needy children
The Salvation Army and the JMU Student
Ambassadors are sponsoring an Operation Santa Claus
tree until Dec. 10. To contribute, pick a name tag from the
tree in Carrier Library and bring back a gift for that child.
For details, call Maura Shyne at 433-8950 or Shauna
Miller at x5819.

College of Letters and Sciences announces
recipients of Service Recognition Awards
The College of Letters and Sciences has announced the
recipients of its Service Recognition Awards for 1993.
They are Heidi Arthur, Jeffrey Cohn, Michael Everton,
Barbara Holland, Sarah Londeree, Lynn Malacane, Laura
McClintock, Christine Schubert, Gregory Schuler,
Dietrich Stout and Jeffrey Vetrano. They will be honored
at an awards ceremony and reception Friday at 5 p.m. in
the Shenandoah Room of Chandler Hall.

TWo area educators to be honored at JMU
as Educators of the Year for 1993
Greater Madison Inc. will honor Dr. David Andes and
Carolyn Rankin as Educators of the Year for 1993 during
a banquet Dec. 8 at the JMU Convocation Center.
Andes, superintendent of Rockingham County Public
Schools, will receive the Administrator of the Year
Award and Rankin. a third grade teacher at T.C. McSwain
Elementary School in Staunton, will receive the Teacher
of the Year Award.
JMU President Ronald Carrier will present the State of
the University address during the annual awards program.

Office of Student Activities compiling
activities calendar, looking for submissions
The Master Activities Calendar is compiled by the
Office of Student Activities and contains information
about campus activities. It will be published monthly in
the Student Activities Calendar and will be distributed in
locations adjacent to The Breeze. For quick information,
call the Warren Hall information desk at x6138 or the
Taylor Hall Hodine at x7853.
To submit information, fill out a "Big MAC form and
give it to Tammy Mahr in the Office of Student
Activities. The deadline is the 15th of the month prior to
publication. Forms are available at the Office of Student
Activities.

• A sweatshirt was reported stolen from the Wellness Center in
Godwin Hall between 3:45 p.m. and 4:40 p.m. Nov. 19.
The sweatshirt is valued at $35.
• Ten compact discs were reported stolen from an unlocked room
in Eagle Hall at 7:19 p.m. Nov. 20.
The discs are valued at $154.
• About $13 was reported stolen from a cash box in a desk in
Sheldon Hall between 5 p.m. Nov. 9 and 8 a.m. Nov. 22.
• About $74 cash was reported stolen from a desk in Hoffman
Hall between 1:30 p.m. Nov. 23 and 9:45 p.m. Nov. 28.
A resident of the room reportedly found the door open after
returning from Thanksgiving break.
• An Huffy brand 10-speed bicycle was reported stolen from a
bicycle rack near Chandler Hall between 2 p.m. Nov. 22 and 6 p.m.
Nov. 28.
The bicycle, with red and yellow handlebars, is valued at $50.
• About $65 cash was reported stolen from a bank deposit bag in
Carrier Library between 9:30 am. Nov. 20 and 12 p.m. Nov. 21.

LOG

The cash reportedly was from Ifarary lines.
Destruction of Public Property
• A bulletin board reportedly was set on fire in Garber Hall at
1228 a.m. Nov. 21.
The fire was extinguished by a campus cadet and a member of
the hall staff.
• Two ground level flood lights reportedly were damaged in the
Arboretum between 10 p.m. Nov. 18 and 8:30 am. Nov. 22.
The lights are valued at $50.
Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified individuals reportedly spray painted the hood and
deck of a vehicle in the Tunnel lot between 5 p.m. Nov. 19 and 6:40
p.m. Nov. 20.
Vandalism
• An unidentified individual reportedly let the air out of a tire on a
vehicle in the Mr. Chip's parking lot at 2:40 am. Nov. 20.
Suspected Marijuana Use
• Police are investigating a report of suspected marijuana use in
McGraw-Long Hall. The report was filed at 1025 p.m. Nov. 18.
Additional information was withheld until an ongoing
investigation is complete.

Possession of Marijuana
• Student Julius D. Williams, 20, of Winston-Salem, NC, was
arrested and charged with possession of mar|uana in Hanson Hall
at 11:59 p.m. Nov. 23.

DIP/Resisting Arrest
• Student Benjamin P. Hekft, 18. of Richmond, was arrested and
charged with drunk in public and resisting arrest in Eagle Hall at
2:12 am. Nov. 21.
Number of drunk in public since Aug. 31: 59
Number of parking tickets issued Nov. 2224:276

CAMPUS EVENTS
Jliursdaif

Friday

• Holiday Bookfair, JMU Bookstore, 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Harrison Hall Annex, rm. B-3,
5 - 6:30 p.m.
• "New Techniques and Trends in Manufacturing,"
Zane Showker Hall. rm. G-5.7 - 8:30 p.m.
• "Defining Spirituality," Wellness Center program,
Godwin Hall, Purple and Gold Room, 7 p.m. Led by
Rick Hill from Interfaith Campus Ministries.
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, rm. M108,7 p.m. Open to all majors.
• Planetarium show, Miller Hall, John C. Wells
Planetarium, 7 and 8 p.m.
• Virginia Repertory Dance Company and Concert,
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m. For ticket
information, call x7000.
• Poetry reading, Burruss Hall, rm. 31,8 p.m.
Admission is $2.

• Holiday Bookfair, JMU Bookstore, 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
• Discussion on personal safety and security,
Wesley Foundation, noon. Led by Bob Barker of
campus security. All are welcome.
• "Savings Differences Among Generations Over
Time? An Investigation of the Savings Slowdown of
the 1980s," Zane Showker HaU, rm. 102,3:30 pjn.
• Director's Festival, Theatre n, 8 p.m. Fourteen
JMU theatre students direct one-act plays. Admission
is free.
• Virginia Repertory Dance Company and Concert,
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m. For ticket
information, call x7000.
• Chrysalis deadline for submission of articles; send
literature to Box 7076, art to Duke Hall, rm. M-206.

Saturday

Sunday

• Director's Festival, Theatre II, 2 p.m. Fourteen
JMU theatre students direct series of one-act plays.
Admission is free.
• Virginia Repertory Dance Company and Concert,
Latimer-Schaeffer Theatre, 8 p.m.
• Catholic Campus Ministry Christmas Semi-Formal,
CCM House, 9 p.m. -1 a.m. Tickets on sale at mass
for $5, at door for $6.
• Alpha Phi Alpha Founder's Day, Warren Hall,
celebrating all day.

Christmas Vespers concert, Wilson Hall
Auditorium, 3 p.m. Admission is $3 in advance and
$5 at the door. For more information, call x7000.
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry, a celebration of
Christmas, Taylor Hall, rm. 305,5 - 7 p.m.
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We've got holiday gifts and treats suitable for
just about everyone: roommates, friends,
family, teachers, kids... even Mr. Scrooge!

"Crack the books " Pinata giveaway next week!
Stop by for details.

Specials
>ave 20# on any variety of "Pop Taris!
Buy any 2 liter* soda and save 50c on a second one.\

Buy any plain bagel and save 50c on a second onel
Buy any two 55c candy oars and save 25$!
SeS

568-3922

M F

- 7AM-MIDNIGHT
S-S 9AM-MIDNIGHT

Wouldn't it be
great to get your
holiday shopping
started before
exams, and save
a whole lot of
money?
Barr-EE Station
thinks so!
BARR-EE STATION!

COUPON
L-»e

TVwo Liter Of Pepsi*

smgic OXICT I
Brndsticlu '

■ ■■ mir Puidja»«pf
SI MM. MV Any Medium
^T^W
Or tiijt Pizza

a»niii>n
1WW

BARR-EE STATION!
I

10%"
OFF

cAIAIOCUI
10% OFF
Entire Purchase
Harrlsonburg Store Only

'lOV
.OFF
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Renovations.

of the Theatre Organization,
Mark Poole. said. "I think it's a
good idea because [theatre and
dance] are so spread out. But, no
one is expecting it to happen in
the next five years."
Money for the renovations is
expected to come out of the
general fund from Richmond,
according to Whitman. However,
until the state's budget is tallied
and money is allotted, the actual
construction will be put on hold.
"We are just doing all of the
planning now in hopes that the
financial picture with the state
improves,'' he said.
In the meantime, "we want to
get the plan out of the way so
when the state is able to meet our
financial needs, we will have
already taken advantage of time
and can simply go forward with
our plans," Whitman said.
Jane Wright, an architect from

Cars

Schedule

night, an ice-scraper is almost a
necessity to keep in the car.
• A bag of sand is useful to keep
in the trunk to not only add
weight, but if the car should get
stuck in the snow, the sand can
be scattered on the ground for
traction.
• One of the most important
items that can be checked easily
is tire pressure. In cold
temperatures, the air inside the
tire contracts, lowering tire
pressure to dangerous levels.
• Overall, it is smart to get a
quick checkup as the winter
season starts.
"Most places offer, free of
charge, a quick checkup for the
basics," said Bonsall. "If you
have a car and mostly for
students for the long trips home,
it's a good idea for anyone to
check the car for the basics, like
antifreeze and oil."

• Sen. Jen Metzger, Food
Services
co-chairperson,
announced that Dining Services
has ordered Rubbermaid scalable
containers that can be used as a
substitute for styrofoam at
carryout locations.
The containers, which will be
available for purchase at the
beginning of next semester, will
cost $2 to $3.
Metzger said the containers
will reduce trash output and
styrofoam use, thus preserving
the environment and saving
money.
• The SGA will host a letterwriting campaign Dec. 6
concerning the Violence Against
Women Act The campaign is to
be held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
the commons to encourage
students to write to their
congressional representatives on
the topic.
• Christmas on the Quad, hosted
annually by the SGA and JMU
administration, will be celebrated
Dec. 9 at 7:30 p.m. Students,
faculty and administration will
gather in Warren Hall and sing
carols on the Quad in front of the
building.
JMU president Ronald Carrier
will light the JMU Christmas
tree. Cookies, hot chocolate and
apple cider will be served.
• Members of the JMU Honor
Council spoke to the SGA about

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

Hanbury A Evans Construction,
came to JMU on Sept 16 to tour
existing facilities of theatre and
dance.
She surveyed the performance
and classroom spaces concerning
the
theatre
and dance
departments.
Wright also noted any updates
that have taken place since she
last visited in the spring of 1990
in order to reassess the future
needs of the performing arts
facilities.
A building committee has been
established to work with the
architects in making suggestions
and answering questions about
serving renovation needs.
Phillip Grayson, director of
technical productions; Kate
Trammell, assistant professor of
dance; Donald Cosgrove, director
of facilities planning; and Tom
Arthur, are the committee
members.

continued from page 3

Have you ever been stalked or
fumy jnTti?

so, please contact Shari
at The Breeze at X6127.

HPLiiAy tey CGIVI
The University Program Board is
sponsoring a holiday toy drive in Help us pass
conjuction with Holiday Week
en the
x
93,Dec. 6-10. Get in the
holiday spirit and help those less Holiday Spirit
fortunate. Donations can
to these who
include old/new toys, clothes,
are less
games, etc. (wrapped or
unwrapped). Dropoff
fortunate.
donations at the UPB Office in
Taylor Hall, Room 231 any time
between Dec. 6-10 during the
offldSJttftitS (9:00AM - 5:00PM).
Donations will be given to
Mercy House the following
week. A large Christmas card
wlll'be presented to Mercy
House which will include the
names of all the individuals and
organizations that participated. UPB HOTLINE X4UPB

31

sections of the honor code
frequently overlooked by
students and to get input from the
SGA about changes they said
need to be made in the Honor
Council process.
Fraces Makris, Honor Council
public relations committee chair,
who spoke at the meeting, said
students need to be informed of
the violations listed in the
Student Handbook.
Makris said knowledge of
Honor Code violations will
"deter students from violating
them."
In addition, Makris said,
knowledge of what is in the
Honor Code will help students
defend themselves should they
ever be accused of a violation.
Among the violations Makris
outlined were falsifying
attendance, such as signing a roll
sheet for someone who did not
attend class; presenting a false
reason for a class absence, such
as a death in the family; and
plagiarism.
Makris said the minimum
penalty a student can be charged
with if found guilty of an honor
code violation is suspension from
the university.
The maximum penalty that can
be given is expulsion. If expelled,
students are allowed to keep the
credits they earned in the classes
where the honor code was not
violated.

DECEMBER
•THE MAN WITHOUT A ifKE 2fc
•TRUE ROMANCE
3, 4
•THE GODFATHER Jt
5,-FREE
•ORLANDO
•STAND BY MB
•A CHRISTMAS STORY

UPB is seeking a creative publicity assistant.
Pick-up applications at the UPB office (next to
the post office) from 9:00AM - 5:00PM.
Applications due by December 17.
No experience necessary.
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Dart...
To the person who purchased the toilet paper
dispenser for the women's restroom on the first floor
of Wilson Hall. I wish it could be put back in the box
and returned to the company who made it When you
need a piece of toilet paper, you need a piece of
toilet paper, not a small comer of the paper.
Sent in by someone with a wet bottom.

HAVE:

frws &«oow

Pat,..

America remains under the gun
The threat of nuclear weapons looms even in New World Order
When the Iron Curtain deteriorated under the
gnawing forces of social unrest and
economic turmoil in the former Soviet
Union, the West saw a window of
opportunity for better relations opening wider than ever
before. The seas seemed calm for sailing into a port of
peace. But somehow, the nuclear submarines beneath the
surface were forgotten, and the mushroom clouds of
nuclear warfare seemed a dim memory in die annals of
the world.
However, today, nuclear weapons are still aimed at the
United States and the owners aren't our allies. The recent
controversy about alleged nuclear weapon-making
facilities in North Korea serve as a red flag reminder of
these dangers. While America prepares to cut back on its
military forces all over the world, the government would
do well not to turn its back on die nuclear danger that
never really went away. After all, it really isn't that
difficult to build a nuclear bomb — countries can obtain
most of that information from textbooks. The solution
many political analysts offer for holding back nuclear
warfare, is to keep defenses strong enough mat no one
would risk pushing a country to that point. And reductions
should be made by every country — we already have
enough power to destroy the world several times over.
Although the United States has made significant steps
toward reducing arms build-ups, the instability of former
Soviet Union republics presents a new threat. Some
weapons are situated in the midst of social unrest and civil
war; the Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakhstan all inherited
weapons from the USSR. Just looking at ballistic missiles,
Ukraine has 6,200, Kazakhstan has 6,800, Belarus has
6,500 and Russia has 8,100. Many Ukrainians want to
keep these to guard against Russian reassertion of power.
"A more urgent fear is that Ukraine is close — 12 to 18
months away — to cracking the Russian computer codes
that prevent Kiev from retargeting or firing the nuclear

Editorial Policy

missiles itself. If die Ukrainians succeed, they will gain
operational control of die world's third largest stockpile
of nuclear weapons," suites a June Time magazine article.
Defense Secretary Les Aspin has proposed that
Ukrainian weapons be removed and put under
international control. And the U.S. Department of Energy
may buy $8 to $13 billion of highly enriched uranium
from the Ukraine — a great incentive for a financially
strapped country. The START U treaty — signed at the
beginning of this year by Yeltsin — would reduce
weapons in the former USSR and in the U.S. by twothirds during the next decade. But Russia and Ukraine
haven't come to an agreement about all the details.
Also, the likelihood of nuclear sites being unkept
formulates a dangerous situation. The scientists who
originally developed and implemented the nuclear
weapons were mostly Russian —not Ukrainian or other
nationalities — scientists. Without their supervision, some
of the weapons lack proper maintenance.
But former Soviet countries aren't the world's only
nuclear threat. "We are facing a sophisticated Hydra of
suppliers," warns CIA Director James Woolsey in die
Time article. He says 25 countries may be developing
weapons of mass destruction and has told Congress that
China is getting new missile technology from Russia and
Ukraine. China has contributed to nuclear proliferation in
Saudi Arabia, Iran and Pakistan.
Reducing nuclear weapons everywhere needs to be part
of die foreign policy agenda, but we also need to keep the
threat at arm's distance through defense. Even if in an
ideal world we would like to dispose of our weapons, we
could not do so without risking our country's safety. As
the saying goes, die best offense is a good defense.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing
editor and opinion editor.

Heather O'Ncil... editor Donna RagsdaU .,. managing editor
Rob Kaiser., . opinion editor
Utcen to the editor should be no mare than 350 word*, columiu no more than 550
word*, and will be pubU»hed on * »p»ce available bt»».The y mu« be delivered »TV

• ^f&jfgdtraS pj& Friday.
UNIVERSITY

' The Brttzt move* the rftfxr to edit for ckrity and »p«ce.
The opiniora in thi» lection do not necoaarily reflect the opinion at the newjp»per.
:. :tl*«^«Jao)«WKtw»:^««ijbi' '

An informative pat to Julie Wallace, James E.
Howard, and all the editorial staff of die new
wellness newsletter, WellNews. The content and
presentation of the articles is excellent. It is
encouraging to see all aspects of a person's wellbeing considered, not only exercise and diet It is
exciting to know we have the resources right here in
our JMU community dedicated to expanding our
awareness of how to accomplish a more balanced
and healthy lifestyle.
Sent in by Rosemarie Palmer.

Dart.

••

A selfish, beer-guzzling dart to the group of
uninvited juveniles who stole a full keg and tap from
my groovin' '70s party last week. Hey boys...
please come back — you forgot the tub!
Sent in by an unhappy birthday girl.

Pat...
To all the students who donated canned and boxed
goods to the Hillside/Village "So Others May Eat"
food drive the week of Nov. 14-21. Special thanks
also go to the 60 student volunteers from those
residence hall areas who helped collect nearly 1,400
food items for Place of Peace, Patchwork Pantry and
Blessed Sacrament
Sent inbyC. Bryan Kempton.

Hart...
A motorist-in-distress dart to the Virginia state
police officer who watched and proceeded to yell at
two clueless but determined students as they
attempted to change a blown-out tire on 1-81 last
Wednesday while trying to get home for
Thanksgiving.
Sent in by two tired RA.'s who were just trying to
make it home for the holiday.

Pat

'•••

A socially responsible pat to the Health Center,
Pre-Med Society and the World AIDS Planning
Committee for distributing red ribbons and condoms
in the Post Office Lobby yesterday during World
AIDS Awareness Day.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student learns responsibility lesson
after the tragic death of her friend

Assimilation of ethnic groups needed,
not rantings of racist, sexist speaker

To the editor:

To the editor:
Jane Elliot is an uninhibited racist and sexist One would
have assumed her speech on Nov. 18 would have promoted
racial understanding and integration. Instead of delivering a
positive message, she accentuated differences and
exacerbated tensions among the races and sexes. Elliot
painted all Caucasians, particularly males, as the sole
maniacal perpetrators of prejudice and racism. By contrast
she exonerated the racist actions of minority members. She
refused to admit that racist characteristics exhibited by any
member of society is inherently wrong and immoral. It is
obvious that Elliot is a believer in the old notion that "two
wrongs make a right'' According to her, since minorities
have been systematically victimized by people of European
descent minorities now possess the divine prerogative to
prejudge and discriminate against their former oppressors.
Elliot did nothing to bridge the rift that separates whites
and people of color in America. Instead, she reprimanded
and ridiculed the white, male members of the audience for
their supposed abominable racist actions. In doing so, she
proved herself to be a racist sexist bigot She passed
judgment without getting to know the individual. That is the
classic definition of prejudice.
Using the accepted scientific theory that the first Homo
Sapiens was most likely black female, Elliot deduced that
God is a black woman since He created man in his own
image. She then asked all members of the audience who
resembled God to stand. Mostly black women stood, and a
few exhibited actions showing their superiority. According to
my indoctrination by the United Methodist Church, all
people of this Earth resemble God, and God loves us all
equally. While Elliot later retracted her concept I still find it
racist and blasphemous to presume that any group of people
are somehow closer to God.
I agree with and support Elliot's goals, assuming those
goals are the cessation of racial tension and the promotion of
love, acceptance and understanding amongst the myriad of
peoples who have immigrated to this nation. However, I
cannot support her methods. Replacing white on black
racism with black on white racism, and male on female
sexism with female on male sexism will do nothing to
alleviate the problems facing society. Contrary to Elliot's
dogma, ethnic groups need to come together and assimilate.
Despite what she says, the notion of a "melting pot" is
indeed what made this nation great in the past and is what
will ensure its future success. Whites and people of color

I'm not exactly sure that this is an appropriate letter for
The Breeze, but I want a way to reach all students. This past
weekend while I was home for Thanksgiving, I spent time
catching up with high school friends. On Friday night, I had
a long conversation with a friend who I had played sports
with in high school. We used to be very close. I would pick
her up every day for school and we always went out together
on weekends. But since we've been away at different
schools, we lost touch with each other. So that night, she
promised to come see me at JMU next semester before I
graduated. Then she said goodbye and left with a few friends
for another party. A few hours later, she was the victim of a
drinking and driving accident The driver was unharmed, but
she was killed instantly.
We bear of incidents like this often, but I never realized
what an impact it could have on you until it happens to
someone close to you. I am still in a state of disbelief; lam
still waiting for someone to call me and tell me that she's
okay. It is so unfair that someone so young and full of life
had to have her life tragically cut short She was bright,
athletic and one of the most caring friends I've ever had. I
can't imagine returning home again without seeing her there.
This accident has made me think back to all of the times I
let someone drive me borne after they had been drinking, just
because I needed a ride. I think we would be lying if we said
we have never done mis or that we have never gotten behind
the wheel ourselves because we thought we were okay to
drive. I'm sure my friend just wanted to get home that night,
but because of the choice she made, she will never return to
her family and friends or her college again. And the driver of
the car, though he was fortunately not hurt, will have to live
with this guilt forever.
It's so sad to think that it takes something as tragic as this
to make us stop and think about the risks we take. I'm asking
each person to think more responsibly when you are out Do
you have a designated driver? Do you have money for a cab
in case no one is able to drive? Stopping to think may save
the lives of you and your friends. Please don't risk ending it.
Imagine the sadness you would feel if this happened to one
of your close friends. And imagine the pain your family and
friends would feel if it happened to you. Please be
responsible — life is too precious to end it so quickly.
Carmen Conrey
dietetics

have undeniably made tremendous contributions to each
other's culture. We, as a nation, have forged a bold, new
society by extracting what is best from the heritage of all
immigrants and combining them into one. This new culture
is distinctly American. It is neither European-American,
African-American, Asian-American nor Native-American.
All members of our great society should seek to uphold and
preserve this culture instead of tearing it asunder by one's
own racist actions. We should honor and remember the Latin
phrase inscribed on every quarter: **£. Pluribus Unum."
Gregory Froom
freshman
undeclared

Holocaust claimed millions of lives;
prevent another such extermination
To the editor
The Nov. 18 Breeze article on Hillel's visit to the
Holocaust Museum was a moving and informative one. I
have just one, rather major, correction Nazi extermination
methods killed over 12 million people, not 6 million! Of
these, between 5 and 6 million were Jews. One million were
children. Jews were the only group the Nazis aimed to
completely annihilate. However, 6 to 7 million non-Jews fell
victim to the Nazis. They included gypsies, political
prisoners, mentally ill, mentally disabled, physically
disabled, homosexuals, foreigners, criminals and of course
anyone who tried to hide or help any of the above. Twothuds of pre-WWII's European and Soviet Union's Jewish
population were murdered; that is about one-third of the
world's pre-war Jewish population.
To those of you who wish to make sure that such
atrocities do not happen again, I ask you to be true to your
word. Throughout history, countless groups have tortured
and massacred countless other groups. This is not the first
holocaust nor is it the last I urge you to support via letters,
etc, aid to Bosnia and Somalia and everywhere that
injustices and violence, i.e. extermination methods, are
committed against a group of people. It has happened, and it
is happening, perhaps in a different form, but it is
extermination nonetheless.
Anyone who is interested in attending the first planning
meeting for Holocaust Remembrance Day next semester,
please join us today at 5 p.m. in Taylor 309. If you are
interested in joining the committee or have a question, drop
me a note in P.O. Box 1216.
Kim Blmbaum
HHIel vice president

Restructuring efforts will enhance student learning
The change and the restructuring being urged on
JMU by Ronald Carrier are important necessary, and
good. While I sympathize with some of the concerns of
those colleagues harboring reservations about change,
particularly those affecting the academic program, I'm
convinced that (1) processes and products can be
continuously improved and (2) the political, economic
and competitive environments compel us to pursue
continuous improvement of the educational process in
imaginative and aggressive ways that we've had the
luxury of dodging heretofore.
Threatened state budget cuts for higher education
can be a shot of adrenaline for positive change for
universities, especially for JMU without access to the
deep private pockets that the University of Virginia
enjoys. Budget cuts can do this if we use their
imminence to focus our energies on reengineering the
development and delivery of educational experiences.
Some colleagues argue that the faculty's voice is
ignored in the governance of this institution. Carrier
asked for ideas at the outset of this semester regarding
institutional response to change. I offered some, and I
presume that's why I was asked to serve on his ad hoc
restructuring committee. My experience to date finds
senior management receptive to these faculty voices.
To be sure, there's a caveat: the voices must
contribute to finding ways of enhancing the value
added of the learning experiences we deliver (and to
the other responsibilities JMU shoulders
administratively) in ways that respond positively to the
political, economic and competitive realities of our
environment Ofcourse, if one doesn't buy the notion

Guest Columnist
— Dr. Ken Williamson
that JMU is vulnerable to the forces reshaping
organization of every sort and size outside of the
academy, that the real world is intruding as never before,
then the argument for this son of contribution doesn't
wash. Unfortunately, this means there are some very
talented people who can make valuable contributions
who'll probably choose not to do so.
The process Carrier has set in motion should not be
stopped or slowed. Even a finite moratorium guarantees
enormous skepticism about his intent and integrity in
raising the issues now being debated and argued. And a
committee of 18, regardless of the composition, would
ensure substantive change being buried deeper than the
Redskins' current Super Bowl hopes.
Some of us find the climate Carrier has recently
created on this campus to be exciting, challenging and a
window of opportunity for positive, dramatic innovation
(hat I've not sensed at this institution in my 14 years here.
My colleagues and I in the marketing area are developing
a new curriculum model for our majors. We're
deliberately trying to combine content areas and reduce
the credit hours required in the "major" in ways that will
enhance learning experiences. We're working towards the
sort of curriculum that we understand ClSAT to be
developing: one which delivers learning experiences in
I—

ways that help students better understand relationships
between ideas and disciplines. This is the nature of a
seamless curriculum. We're also seriously exploring
different ways we might organize and function as a
department so that decision-making authority about
how the department's budget is spent, how resources
are scheduled and how faculty performance is
reviewed and judged is exercised by a team rather than
an individual, as is presently the case.
We believe we can implement this new thinking
and make it work to the benefit of our students,
organizations which employ our graduates, and
ourselves. As recently as a year ago, we spoke only
wistfully of the possibilities. We're now working on
the nuts and bolts of concrete proposals that we believe
the climate Carrier is generating will embrace and help
nurture to success.
If this happens, it gives substance to the notion of
faculty empowerment. It gives me a direct voice in
institutional governance at the grass roots level, the
level which gives credibility to the institution's
mission. Carrier has invited, indeed, encouraged, all of
us to take a direct, aggressive, hand in shaping that
environment in ways that respond positively to the
external realities from which we will not escape while
also serving better our students, Virginia taxpayers and
ourselves. Better this response than having our future
shaped for us in ways we'd find intolerable by wellintentioned bureaucrats and policy makers without our
experience base in delivering higher education.
I
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Dr. Ken Williamson is a professor of marketing.
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ACTI-I Billiards Qualifying Tournament
Saturday, December 4, KhOOAM
Entry fee only $1 (TlciiN & Horn on \ Divisions)
Must register by 5:00PM on Friday, Dec 3
Come by the Gameroom or call X6020 for details.

In Need of cash?
Experience?
Tne Breeze is now hiring:

One Account
Executive
Responsibilities:
Calling on local businesses to
aquire accounts for advertising
within the Breeze. You will work
as a liason between your clients
and your ad designer.

2>ea* Allduf,,
Having roommate problems. I need a\
place to shack!
Signed,
Seeking Friends & Fun
Dear Friend & Fun Seeker,
Why don't you shack up with threel
close friends at Ashby Crossing?

Check Out Our Roommate
Referral Program!
Life at Ashby Crossing will entitle you to:
Free 24 hr maintenance
Bus pickup every 15 minutes or short walk to JMU
Covered hue shelter
Full-size washer & dryer
Individual leases

^V Volleyball & basketball courts, weightroom
^^Ample, well-lighted parking

Send Cover Letter & Resume to :

Lisa Duffy
Executive Business Manager
The Breeze
Anthony Seeger Hall
Deadline: Jan. 21,1994
5:00 p.m.

ALL MAJOES
WELCOME

Signed,

CROSSING

1235-F Devon lane
Harrisonburg. UA 22801
432-1001
Office Hours: 9AM-5PM Mon-Fri t£>
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Style
Welcome to the Real World

Students apply to real-life soap opera
by Nicki Campbell
stqffwriter
This is a story about two JMU students
who applied to live in a San Francisco
house with six strangers and have their
lives taped for millions of people to watch.
— Or so the introduction to The Real
World," an MTV reality based soap opera
where the cast members aren't actors but
real people — might go.
Melissa Pugh, a 20-year-old mass
communication major, recently sent in a
request to be on the third season of "The
Real World," a program where seven
young men and women are chosen from
thousands of applicants to live in a fantasy
house somewhere like New York, Los
Angeles, or San Francisco, and be viewed
by thousands of MTV fans.
When Pugh saw a commercial
advertising "The Real World," she
decided it was worth a shot to apply.
"I've never been to San Francisco," she
said "I want to be a screenwriter, and I
thought it would give me a chance to
maybe work on some screen plays I have
in mind."
The only bad part about it would be
having to quit school to film the series, she
said, but the experience would be worth it
To apply, she sent in a letter telling why
she wanted to be on "The Real World"
and why she wanted to go to San
Francisco. She also had to include a
photograph for the preliminary
application.
The main reason Pugh wanted to be on
"The Real World" was to gain experience

in the film industry, but another big factor
was "just to get away."
Pugh said that in her hometown of
Charlottesville, there isn't much to do
except watch movies. "That's why I
thought, 'Gosh, it would be so great to go
somewhere where everything is alive,'"
she said.
"When the first season premiered, I
fell in love with it," she said. "A lot
of my friends and I talk about what
the people on 'The Real World' are
doing. It really is like a soap
opera.
Senior Stephanie Thompson
also applied to be on "The Real
World" because she thought it
would be an interesting thing to
do after graduation. So far, she
hasn't heard from MTV about
whether she made the cut
In her letter to MTV,
Thompson said, "You should
pick me because I play nice with
others, I share my Crayons, and I
really like Rice-a-RonL"
As an art major, she said that
being on "The Real World" might
give her a way into the real "art
world."
"I don't know about the art scene in
San Francisco, but there must be more
going on there than there is here," she
said.
Thompson has been "an MTV junkie
ever since its inception," she said. "I'd
love to be a veejay, but I don't know if it
would be possible."

BRIAN MLLEN

REAL page 16

Band's potpourri sound gets audience on feet
by Stephanie Kriner
stqffwriter
A violin, a saxophone and a set of drums produced
the particular sounds flowing from Wilson Hall on
Monday night.
"Country funk with a touch of symphonic pop" is how
senior John Clark describes the sound of the Dave
itthews' Band.
tiis sound drew about 675 JMU students into Wilson
ill on Monday night when the band played out their
original tunes.
>v"When we got together, we had no idea what the
music was going to sound like," says Matthews, the
band's lead singer, songwriter and guitarist.
With musical backgrounds ranging from jazz to
classical to rock-and-roll to folk, Matthews says that each
member of The Dave Matthew's Band "does what he
knows how to do with the songs." They don't adjust their
personal styles for each other.
"That's why it sounds pretty unusual," Matthews says.
"We brought our different worlds together in the
treatment of the songs."
Senior Matt Vlieger says, "They have a very unique.
Style. Every member has his own style and they
incorporate them into a unk that is different."
Matthews separately sought out each member when he
brought the band together three years ago in

Charlottesville.
He discovered saxophonist Leroi Moore when he
heard him play at Miller's, a bar in Charlottesville, and
he asked drummer Carter Beauford to join him after
seeing him play in a band he used to watch in
Charlottesville. Matthews met guitarist Stefan Lessard in
high school, and violinist Boyd Tinsley joined later when
he began sitting in with the band.
But Matthews' creation was not the result of a vision
he had. "It just happened'" he says, referring to the
diversity of musicians.
Since their unification, die band has gained popularity
at Traxx in Charlottesville and the Flood Zone in
Richmond, where they have played regularly. But
Matthews says he hopes to outgrow these local clubs. He
added that the band is no longer putting on weekly shows
in these clubs.
Before his performance at JMU, Matthews says he was
not aware that his concert tickets were for reserved
seating.
This created an atmosphere different from Traxx or the
Flood Zone, where audiences crowd in front of him on
the dance floor, he said.
"We'll see if we can get everyone to dance [tonight],"
he said.
Matthews didn't have to do too much to inspire the
JMU crowd to dance. Half of the audience in Wilson
BAND page 16
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Dave Matthews strums his guitar energetically while
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The Commons Has The Key To Your
Housing Dilemma!
Each fully furnished
Call The
4 bedroom apartment
Commons
comes with:
today at
•Free Cable television
432-0600
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
and
get
off
•Double bed in each bedroom
campus
• Full size washer and dryer
Office Hours
•Telephone hook-ups
this
fall!
Mon.-Fri.-9-5:30
in each bedroom
Sat & Sun by appointment

•Built in microwave oven
•Patio or balcony
• Free Water and Sewer
•Free trash pick-up
•Full time maintenance
•FREE MAID
SERVICE
°"

869 B Port Republic Rd
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Performers join forces to help
AIDS research through music
by Anne Marriott
style editor
Musicians have decided that there's no alternative:
they're going to make a change.
They're doing this through a compilation album
righUy tided "No Alternative." The AIDS charity album
features the sounds of progressive singer Matthew Sweet,
folklorist performer Bob Mould and the Seattle-based
group Soundgarden.

REVIEW
The album is a project where 18 musicians and bands
got together with the Red Hot Organization and the AIDS
Music Project to raise money for AIDS research,
prevention and education. RHO hopes that by using the
music to get information out about AIDS, it will be able
to fight the spread of the disease.
This is the third album of this sort for RHO. Since
1989, it has released "Red Hot and Blue" and "Red Hot
and Dance." Together, the albums sold more than 2
million copies and raised more than $7 million for
existing AIDS organizations, research and education.
"No Alternative" isn't just a mix of weird sounds. It
consists of a variety of different artists from the rather
sedate singing of Patti Smith with "Memorial Tribute" to
the jumping sounds of the Smashing Pumpkins with
"Glynis."
Although serious and mellow at times, it's obvious the
musicians on this album want people to have a good time
with the music. It sounds almost as if someone took their
favorite songs and put them onto a mix tape.
Sweet opens up this album of 18 with his song

"Superdeformcd." This tune isn't typical of Sweet — he
sounds more mellow and reflective than in "Girlfriend."
This sets the mood for the entire album. While it
maintains a calm nature, it also adds a spark of life.
Sweet's song, even, has an element of spark to it with
some rough lyrics and harsh beats of the drums.
Soul Asylum does a splendid rendition of "Sexual
Healing," adding a unique twist and an almost eerie
feeling to the former pop song.
Contrary to Soul Asylum, Bob Mould, formerly of the
Minnesota band Huskcrdu, sounds folklorist when he
sings "Can't Fight It." His somewhat raspy voice is
similar to irishman Luka Bloom's, and the same
seriousness that Sweet took with "Superdeformcd" is
present here.
Old favorites come back on this album, too. The
popular rap group, the Beastie Boys, hits hard on this
album with the song "It's ihe New Style."
It definitely is the new style for these guys. They've
honed their skills as musicians and come up with a more
flowing sound. While they don't forget the rough side of
rap, their tune sounds more professional than their earlier
material.
Some of the other artists featured on the album are
Urge Overkill, Buffalo Tom, Straitjackct Fits, Barbara
Manning and The Verlaines.
The creators of the album want people to understand
their message — that AIDS kills — but at the same time,
they want people to have fun with life. It seems that the
message here is more one of caution than of abstention.
Education seems to be key.
Overall, it's a quality album that cuts the alternative
edge. The artists, RHO and Arista wanted to make a
difference through pop culture It's likeiy that they will.

Author makes a hit
with first story and
fizzles on second
by Patrick Blanchard
contributing writer
Slaves of Sleep & The Masters of Steep, L. Ron
Hubbard's latest release published posthumously, is
a book that should have only had the first half
released.
The book contains a collection of two stories and
was originally published in the 1930s and 1940s.
The first story, "Slaves of Sleep," is the only
strength of the collection while the second, "Masters
of Sleep," would be better left napping.

REVIEW
The fast pace and believable characters of
"Slaves" makes it easy to read and enjoy. It is the
better-crafted tale, including characters created with
enough realism and wonder that the reader forms a
bond and emphasizes with them. This story is
executed with a deftness that is proven time and
again.
Both stories deal with the character Jan Palmer, a
millionaire heir who is cursed with eternal
wakefulness by a genie.
Jan spends his awake hours accused of a crime he
didn't commit. In his sleeping hours, he is doomed
to live in a strange land filled with genies.
A weak, anemic person in "awake" life, Jan is
called Tiger, a strong, roguish person, in his sleep.
BOOK page 17
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Call us at:

FOR SALE
University Place
CONDOS
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Ke--t.-uir.tnt and Tub
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Serving some of the Finest in Soups, Salads, Burgers,
Chicken, Seafood, Mexican, Steaks and

GREAT BABY BACK RIBS
Harrisonburg's Authentic Seafood Raw Bar, Fresh Oysters, Clanis, Shrimp Etc.
FREE Happy Hour Food 5-7 • Food Specials under $ 1 During the Game.
• Put your Q.B. skills to the test. • 1/2 Price 1/2 lb Burgers ALL IX ij
You call the plays on Mon. Night.

TUESDAY

*«&

-i&.

**

BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD
LOW DOWN PAYMENT

UNITS ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR RENT
3&4 Bedroom Units
Microwave
Washer & Dryer
Ample Parking

(

(Behind Valley Mall)
Open 11 am -2am

MONDAY

A

4?

433-5151

Easy Access to JMU (bus service)
Furnished or Unfurnished Units
Dishwasher
Free Water

Call Dorothy Ritchie or Jim Acord 432-6541
Commonwealth Realty 434-2977

is< BUFFALO WING NIGHT

FREE Steamship Round of Beef, Homemade Potato Salad, and more!
National Trivia Showdown - Compete against Tubs around the world.
A Shenandoah Valley Dart League Location

WEDNESDAY
• Areas BEST LADIES \IGIIT!
and Karaoke sing-a-long.
FREE Pig Roast 5-7
• lOtf Shrimp Night from 5 til close

THURSDAY
Come Listen to the Acoustic Sounds of •Join "s lor *f ^'^ Hnca Pcanul
„i . a
« r.i
•
Room all niclu long as well as FREE-.
Shipley & Stacy!
Mexican Pizza Bar from 5-7.

FRIDAY
TGIF • FREE Taco Bar from 5-7. • Top 40 Dance Night
Tully's Taxi Free Delivery to your room

Call 433-RIBS
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Band

Real

continued from page 13

continued from page 13

Hall Auditorium was in the space between
the stage and the first row of seats before
he even sang his first song.
"You said, 'Fuck the seats,"* Matthews
said, eliciting laughter from the pumpedup crowd.
Clark says that Matthews seemed to

JOSH SEELY

Violinist Boyd Tinsley plays with the
Daw Matthews' Band Monday night
in Wilson Hall Auditorium.

enjoy interacting with the audience
throughout the show.
Senior Lori Thompson, who attended
the concert, addded, "They are really
entertaining because they look like they
are enjoying what they do and they really
have a good tune."
Vlieger says, "The band got into it
through the audience's reaction.''
Having signed a contract with RCA
three weeks ago for an album release in
August 1994, members of the band are
looking to extend their fame beyond local
crowds.
The contract includes a possible world
tour.
Matthews says he wants to play in
theatres like Wilson more often. The deal
with RCA could mean playing in large
stadiums.
Beauford says that he prefers smaller
areas instead of stadiums because they are
more intimate, but Matthews says the band
wants to get its music to as many people
as it can.
Another way they have done this is by
the release of their first compact disc,
"Remember Two Things," only two weeks
ago.
"Our only focus is keeping the band
together. The music happens as we
continue to progress and get bigger
audiences," Matthews says. "We don't
have a goal We just know we want to get
somewhere."
On Dec. 10, the band is having a
concert at Irving Plaza in New York City,
and on New Year's Eve, they will be at
the Marriott in Richmond.

X
cfoKens *
£HF -1" RESTAURANT /

A

VWhere
music lives,
171 N. Main St. Harrtsonbuig. VA 22801

Thursday -Alma
(former members of Indecision)

Friday - Daily Planet
(Classic Rock)

Special: Crab Legs with Cole
Slaw & Fries Only $4.99,
additional pound $3.99
Saturdays Wolvts of A/URF
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV-Channel 19.
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day.
All shows start at 10:00 or 10:30!

She said she likes "The Real World"
better than shows like "Beverly Hills,
90210" because "it isn't so completely
fake."
As far as having their lives taped, both
students say they think they would be able
to handle it.
"I think it would probably be kind of
hard to begin with, but after a while, I'm
pretty sure you would get used to it," Pugh
said. "I've always been a ham in front of
the camera as far as my family is
concerned, so I don't think it would have
bothered me, actually."
Pugh mailed her application the first
week in October and got a response the
end of the month.
"I was kind of disappointed that I didn't
get in, but I guess the fact that I got a
response so quickly made the waiting part
a little bit better," she said.
"When I first applied I thought, 'Oh,
I'm not going to get it probably, but I'll
just try.' But then my roommate was
constantly saying, 'You're going to get iL
I can tell. You're just the type.' And my
suitemates were saying, 'Oh you've got to
get in because I want to tell everybody I
know you.' They really kind of
encouraged me, so when I didn't get in I
felt like I let down my roommates more
than I did myself."
Pugh said she probably would have
been the "token Southern person," if she
had been chosen. "It seems like they
always try to get the same types of
people," she said.

She said that both seasons have had
Southern people, and it seems like the
same type of people were chosen for both.
Anonymity, if it can be taken this way,
is protected on the set of "The Real
World" because none of the last names of
the people are given.
The original seven on the first "The
Real World" stayed in a New York City
loft for three months during taping. The
household consisted of Kevin, Becky,
Heather, Andre, Norman, Eric and Julie —
the token Southern girl. On the second
season, the Southern role was filled by
Jon, a country singer just emerging from
his small hometown of Owensboro, Ky.
The cast for the second season
consisted of Aaron, a blonde UCLA
student and surfer who is conservative
politically; Dominic, a native of Dublin,
Ireland who writes band reviews for local
publications and tends bar; David, an
aspiring stand-up comedian; Beth S., who
wants a career in film, television and radio
production; Irene, a deputy marshal; Tami,
a singer in an all-girl group; and Jon, a
Christian cowboy and country musician.
Their lives were recorded almost 24
hours a day. The audience saw Tami get
an abortion and Jon rise to country fame.
Neither Melissa nor Stephanie said this
intimate sharing of their lives would be a
problem. Instead, they said this is just a
fact they said they would learn to accept if
they were chosen.
"I don't know if it could be completely
real living in front of the cameras,
Stephanie said, but she was willing to try.
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art
-Recent Wo* by Vincent BoreluV Nov. 8-Dec. 9, New Image
Gallery, Zirkle House. "
i "Printmaking by Karen Tanner and Crystal Baker," Nov. 29Dec. 9, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle House.
• "Mixed Media by Jacqueline Wind and Jennifer Meehan," Nov. 29Dec. 9, The Other Gallery, Zirkle House.
» "MFA Degree Exhibition: M. Anna Fariello," Nov. 30-Dec.lO,
Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall.

theatre
•-Director's Festival * 8 p.m., Dec. 1-3, lp.m, Dec. 4, Theatre II.
• -Babes in Toybnd,- 7 pjn., Dec. 8, Wilson Hall Auditorium.

music
•
•
•
•

-Wind Symphony,'' 8 pjn., Dec. 2, Wilson Hall Auditorium
-Christmas Vespers," 3 pan., Dec. 5, Wilson Hall Auditorium.
-Brass Quintets," 8 p.m., Dec. 6, Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium.
"Joint Woodwind Concert," 8 pm, Dec. 7, Phillips Hall Ballroom.

dance
•Virginia Repertory Dance Company, 8 p.m., Dec 2-4, Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre, Duke Hall.

misc
• "Poetry Reading," 8 pjn., Dec. 2, Burruss Room 31.

The Office of Student Rctivities and
the Division of (Student Rflfairs wish
to congratulate the students who
successfully completed the
raH 1993 Emerging Leaders Program:

l

a♦

Cliff Andrews
Nesrinc Balbcisi
Merinda Battle
Matt Beekman
Leslie Botschin
Danielle Bridgeforth
Elizabeth Burns
Amanda Davidson
Shelene Decoster
Christopher Diering
Dave Dollison
Dennis Dunmyer
.o Ken Ferguson
Heather Fleischer
Faithia Flowers
Crystal Hill
Kerri Hutchins
Jennifer Hyde
Derek Johnson

♦

Sosanya Jones
Diane Junker
Jennie Kang
Stephanie Karoly
Kevin Kasten
Matthew Keller
Stacie Keuer
John Michael Knowles
Dana Lane '
Jennifer Lanuti
Matthew Laporta
Susan Lee
Ryan McDavitt
Jennine Miller
Jennifer Millios
Rebecca Morgan
Colleen Murphy
Heather McDanicI
Sean Niehoff
Danielle Niland

Amy O'loskey
Tamara Pavlik
Carolyn Phillips
Christopher Rash
Kim Russell
Brett Sabin
Rebecca Schmidt
Lesley Schwartz
Stacey Simpkins
Robin Smith
Michele Smith
Craig Spraggins
Leon Taylor
Beau Tilley
Margaret Welter
Reginald Williams
Rebecca Woodard
Kimberly Yesbeck
Sarah Zamorski
Meghan Zimmerman

A weak, anemic person in "awake" life,
Jan is called Tiger, a strong, roguish
person, in his sleep.
The reader feels sympathy for Jan,
because he is trapped by a force he can't
overpower, but at the same time, he is
admirable for his exuberance to conquer
his fate.
The characters, action and easy-flow of
the first half of this novel makes it a great
read.
This second story will be better to start
with if you want to experience the science
fiction/fantasy of L. Ron Hubbard.
"Masters," while a good tale, pales next
to "Slaves." Too many characters are
quickly introduced, and the reader feels
nothing for them. The quality that made
Jan special no longer exists.
There is more action in "Masters," but
the surplus of action doesn't make up for
the lack of characterization. Great
characterization made "Slaves" a great
story, and lack of it does the opposite for
"Masters."
A possible reason for this different feel
could be the length between which the two
stories were written. "Slaves" was
published in 1939 and "Masters" was
written in the 1940s after World War II.
Such a gap might have caused the
author to lose touch with the characters
and what made them special in the first
place.
Hubbard died in 1986, and all of his
works have been published posthumously
since then. He left behind a vast library,
some of which Bridge Publishing

Company is publishing now.
Slaves of Sleep & The Masters of Sleep
is an excellent escapist collection. There is
nothing too weighty about either short
story, but that's Hubbard's specialty. Most
of his work takes the reader into a
frivolous world of fantasy.
To escape the rigors of a normal day,

"Slaves of Sleep &
The Masters of Sleep is
an excellent escapist
collection. There is
nothing too weighty
about either short
story, but that's
ff
Hubbard's specialty.
this collection is a great vehicle. The
fantastical elements of a good oldfashioned bedtime story are there. There is
also intrigue and action, suspense and
drama — and genies.
Like all good science fiction and
fantasy, it appeals to the sense of wonder
and excitement inside the readers. The
collection tries to awaken the child in the
readers, and it succeeds with the first half
while the second just falls short of the
mark.

Need a Christmas Gift?
Take home a taste of the Valley
with a
TURNER HAM GIFT BOX.
Assorted gift boxes featuring our vaccuum packed sliced
Sugar Cured Country Ham. Add Virginia biscuit,
pancake and combread mixes, a local honey, Graves
Mountain Jam and you have a great gift at a great price.

Gift Boxes From $12.95 to
$26.95.
Turner Hams... curing hams in the Shenandoah
Valley for over 35 years.
Available at South Main Market 3/4 mile South of JMU on S. Main Street,
across from Loew's 1-2-3.

Call Turner Ham House, Inc.
for more info.
896-1039
Support JMU alumni!
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Campus supports AIDS awareness and researc
by Mike Leedom
staff"writer

C.J.GREBB

Today, the most intimate experience two
people can share can kill them, the HIV virus
has permanently affected social behavior.
Sophomore Kristian Shelley's father died
last year with acquired immune deficiency
syndrome.
"I really didn't think about the impact of it I
guess this past summer is when it really started
to sink in," he said.
Shelley's father was first diagnosed as being
infected with HIV in 1986.
"I knew a little bit about what it was, and he
told me about it. From that point on, it really
bothered me," Shelley said.
The Center for Disease Control, the federal
agency policing the AIDS epidemic, estimates
that 1 million Americans are infected with
HTV. Many do not realize they are carriers.
HIV is a very "weak" virus, which is why it
can only be transmitted through intimate
contact, such as blood, semen, vaginal
secretions and breast milk, according to The
AIDS Crisis, edited by Bruno Leone.
Dawn Kiser, Rockingham Memorial
Hospital's Infection Control nurse, said, "The
virus has to be incorporated into the cells of a
person to multiply, to live and to destroy the
immune system.'*
Ann Simmons, JMU Health Center
coordinator for health education and wellness,
said, "Usually, people have it several years
before they realize they have it."
Simmons said the disease presents itself in
flu-like symptoms for a few weeks, including
night sweats, unexplainable fevers and
persistent tiredness. These symptoms may go
iwav fox several years before appearing again.
Kiser called AIDS a "total body disease."
The virus can make one individual blind while
another individual could develop a brain
disease. There are a number of systems in the
body that can be affected, she said.
"Being a syndrome, it may have a collection
of presentations, and may not be the same for
every individual," Kiser said.
An individual will look completely normal

until he or she gets an opportunistic infection,
according to Kiser.
Opportunistic infections are illnesses that
aren't usually a threat to a healthy person. But
to an HTV victim, constant bacterial infections
such as the common cold can kill them.
If the victim's condition worsens, HIV can
develop into AIDS, the final stage of HTV. It is
almost always fatal.
One of the most obvious indicators that
someone is suffering from AIDS is a low Tcell count, which is a type of white blood cell.
Without a sufficient number of T-cells, an
individual is helpless against any virus.
Some AIDS-related infections include
recurrent pneumonia, cervical cancer and
tuberculosis. AIDS victims are particularly
vulnerable to these debilitating illnesses.
Simmons said the number of heterosexual
women infected with the virus is on the rise.
"More women are opting to get tested, so
they're getting reported in statistics," Simmons
said. She also said more women have opted
for HIV tests before having children
AZT and Ddl are some of the drugs used to Work* by Dambailsh Dolpus Smith hung 1
bolster the immune system against the She also suggested that if a person has advanc
debilitating effects of AIDS. Unfortunately, knowledge of upcoming surgery, than tha
these drugs also bring serious side effects that person could donate blood to his/herself.
are sometimes worse than the disease.
The Valley AIDS Network is a non-profi
Simmons said AZT "comes with its own organization that promotes understanding c
host of risks. It has horrendous side-effects, AIDS and provides financial and emotions
headaches, nausea, a lack of energy and support for those affected by AIDS.
anorexia."
Shelley has volunteered at the VAN for ove
Shelley said AZT caused his father to lose a year. He has told his father's story to peopl
his appetite, and he developed skin conditions of all ages, and he has described how t
with Ddl. The medication cost approximately prevent transmission of the virus.
$1,000 per month, not including doctor's fees.
. "My role is to give a personal aspect, tellin
Society has attempted to address the how it's affected me," he said.
problem of AIDS through education about how
VAN relies on a network of volunteers i
the virus is transmitted and about how to inform people about AIDS. Volunteers als
behave responsibly.
provide emotional support for people wit;
According to health professor Marcia Ball, infected loved ones. During the past thre
the only way to be 100 percent sure of not years, about 12,000 students have beei
contracting the virus is to avoid coming into educated about AIDS through VAN.
contact with the body fluids of an infected
"What I think the most important thing fo
person. This means that an individual would people to realize is everyone is at risk,
have to avoid illegal intravenous drug use and Simmons said. "When you sleep with on
either abstain from sex or be familiar with person, you're sleeping with all the people tha
his/her monogamous partner's sexual history. person has slept with.

Speaker says media influences sexual beha\
by Brian Zarahn
senior writer

MIKE Hfc rrNfc K

Jay Friedman discusses the impact of
media on the culture.

Mother Goose, Billy Idol, Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs — and
sex.
These media figures all help form
stereotypical attitudes about sexual
relationships, according to Jay
Friedman, a professional sex
educator.
Friedman spoke about the impact
of the media on sexual attitudes
during his lecture, "Mother Goose,
Madonna, and the Media's Influence
on our Lives." About 90 people
attended his presentation in GraftonStovall Theatre on Monday night as
part of World AIDS Week.
According to Friedman, the media
serves as the primary sex educator
for children because parents and
school teachers fail to adequately
discuss sex with them.
He said, "We turn to popular
media for our source of learning

about sex."
Friedman criticized various forms
of media such as movies, music
videos, cartoons, nursery rhymes,
posters and greeting cards for their
depiction of gender stereotypes.
After showing a video clip from
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," he asked the audience to
respond to the movie's representation
of what he called the ideal female
and male.
The scene showed Prince
Charming, a tall, blond, young male,
courting Snow White, a blue-eyed
girl with a clear complexion.
The scene evoked shouts of
"fragile," "object" and "quiet" about
the ideal woman. Snow White. The
audience called the ideal man. Prince
Charming, "aggressive" and
"protective."
"Media messages are oppressive
toward women and men as well," he
said.
He also cited homophobia as a

major problem in today's society.
"The people who are the most
homophobic are the most insecure
about their own sexuality," he said.
Friedman led the informal
presentation in which he he often
walked up to audience members and
asked questions.
He also
supplemented his media analysis
with many video clips.
To support his conclusion that
women are exploited in the media, he
showed Billy Idol's "The Cradle of
Love" music video. It is a fantasy in
which a scantily dressed teenage girl
drinks alcohol and dances in front of
an older, professionally dressed man.
Friedman said the video teaches
people alcohol is a way to get what
we want
"We grow up in a world where
sexuality is sensationalized," he said.
Friedman emphasized sex as an
expression of love, not a physical act
His lecture discussed opening up
communication about sex.

"Our goal is to make
thing to talk about," Frie
He showed a scene
Wonder Years" to ill
problems of" sex educ
schools. The gym teac
the main character, Ke
peers on sex education.
Friedman contend!
teacher snipped sex of i
and treated it like a bi
The students fell asleep
the lecture.
Friedman also comm
sexual pressures facing n
Making sex the onl
relationship adds to tr
men must deal with. E
sleep with as many
possible, according to Fr
are susceptible to acquiri
"We live in a world
and other STDs ar
proportions," he said.
By lightening serious
with humor, Friedman i
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ch through activities during World AIDS Week
Schedule of events educates
students about threat of AIDS
by Karen McLaughlin
stqffwriter

JOSHSEELY
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In the last two years, the number of infected
college-aged people has risen by 80 percent,
according to the National Community AIDS
Partnership. AIDS has spread all over the
world, killing over 300,000 people in the U. S.
Rose Winters, executive director of VAN,
said everyone needs to take responsibility for
control of the AIDS epidemic.
Tuesday President Clinton announced a new
AIDS task force, comprised of members of
pharmaceutical companies and the federal
government. The task force is charged with
finding quick solutions to the AIDS epidemic.
"We don't have any hope of stopping this
disease until every single person takes it
personally and applies what they know,"
Winters said.
Shelley said he has a very different outlook
on life than most people his age.
"Young adults don't think they can die," he
said. "Just seeing the way people act at parties
has made me scared. A night of pleasure isn't
worth your life. I guess that's what hit me a
month after my dad's death."

avior and morality
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entertained the audience, according
to audience members.
"The video clips were good
because everybody could relate to
them," senior Erika Porter said. "We
saw them before, so people could be
aware that mainstream media is
shaping their viewpoints and
actions."
Charles Turner, a professor of
mass communication who specializes
in the media's influence on society,
said that although he approved of the
lecture overall, he thought it went too
far with its simplicity.
"I think it was targeted for a much
younger audience." But he said, "It's
always helpful to have one's
awareness
renewed
about
interpersonal relationships."
Junior Kristi Shackelford said she
appreciated Friedman's direct
approach. "Miked his honesty. I was
disappointed, though, that more
people weren't here. It would've
been beneficial to a lot of people."

A light of hope shown in windows around the globe
Wednesday night in observance of World AIDS Day.
During the "Dimming of the Lights" on Dec. 1,
participants world-wide, as well as members of the
JMU community, put candles in the windows of campus
buildings to show support for World AIDS Day.
JMU students had the opportunity to learn about the
impact of AIDS on both the global and local levels
through programs offered during World AIDS Week.
The week's events, sponsored by the Health Center,
Pre-Mcd Society and World AIDS Planning Committee,
were intended to raise student awareness about the
disease.
Nancy Grembi, assistant director of health education
and wellness promotion, said, "We want people to
realize the significance and impact of HIV and AIDS,
not just on the world but on individual lives."
The week was structured around World AIDS Day
on Dec. 1. Instead of offering programs just on this one
day, the sponsors planned events for Nov. 29 - Dec. 2.
"We decided to spread it out over the week just to
make it more accessible to people," said Anne
Simmons, coordinator of health education and wellness.
The week's activities began with a speech by sex
educator Jay Friedman entitled "Mother Goose,
Madonna and the Media's Influence on our Lives."
Friedman addressed the issue of the media's effect on
some of our decision making.
Sophomore Eunice Kim said Friedman's presentation
was very innovative because he provided the audience
with more than numbers and statistics on the disease.
"It was basically about relationships and how
perceptions of relationships of men and women affect
how we treat each other and how that carries over to our
behavior," she said.
On World AIDS Day, the JMU sponsors presented
"Living with HIV," a panel discussion conducted by
three individuals whose lives have been affected by the
virus. The panel included a person infected with HIV, a
woman whose husband is infected and a student whose
father died from AIDS. A discussion followed the
speeches.
Simmons said, "If you can continue the exposure of
information and. education, hopefully people will
reassess their activities and their lives and put things in
perspective as far as the disease.
"The more people they get to know here on campus,
there's a chance they will know someone who has been
affected by HIV," she said.
Grembi said, "We want people to learn to be
supportive of people with HIV and AIDS instead of
afraid and phobic of them. There is an emotional level
and cognitive level that we are looking to change."
Students were able to pick up pamphlets on the
disease, red ribbons, which symbolize hope, and free
condoms Monday through Thursday at an information
table in the Post Office Lobby in Warren Hall.
Students could also test their knowledge about the
facts of the disease at the information table. By taking
this quiz, students also could enter a raffle for one of
five prizes, including dinner for two at the Joshua

Wilton House and artwork artist Damballah Dolpus
Smith.
Smith relates African proverbs to "what we need to
know" about HIV and AIDS. The artwork is part of the
American Artist Series of Proverbs and was donated by
the American Red Cross for the raffle. It was also
displayed in Carrier Library during this week.
Senior Sarah Baker, a member of the Pre-Med
Society, distributed information at the table and said she
believes that the more students see and hear about
AIDS, the more likely they will be to change their
behaviors.
'The more you hear about it in the media and the
more you see pamphlets and displays and have
condoms available to you, I think it just makes you
more aware of it," she said.
Despite the high infection rates, Simmons said there
are some ways to avoid the virus.
"Abstinence is a way. Monogamy is a way,"
Simmons said. "It is just a matter of taking this week to
heighten people's awareness that HIV and AIDS is
here. It is a real disease, and we need to not forget it"
She said AIDS is not something that is going to go
away in the near future since there is no cure on the
horizon.
Grembi said the focus of the week was to "make it a
more personal issue so that [students] can relate and
hopefully stop believing that it can't happen to them,
because it can happen to mem."

JOSHSEELY

Senior Vicki Sims makes red ribbons to
distribute during World AIDS week
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The Office of Student Activities invites you to join us for our
1993 Seasonal Festivities

Saturday, December 4
"Kids Dropped-You Shop"
l-5pm — Taylor 405, Multipurpose Lounge
Holiday party for children and grandchildren
of all JMU faculty, staff and administration.
RSVP by December 1. x6217
Limited space available
Sponsored by the University Program Board
Sunday, December 5
Kwanzaa Celebration
Sunday morning in the Highlands Room
Look for future advertisements.
Sponsored by the Black Student Association
Monday, December 6
Holiday Decoration Party
ll-2pm — Warren Hall Lobby
'-_. .
Make your own holiday ornaments, and help us decorate the holiday tree
while listening to the sounds of the Small Jazz Croup.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Holiday Mocktails
ll-2pm — Warren Hall Lobby
Have a responsible holiday season!
Enjoy free non-alcoholic beverages
Sponsored by BACCHUS
University Wide Holiday Toy Drive
AU are asked to donate toys and clothes to benefit Mercy House.
Bring donations to University Program Board Taylor 233
For more information call 6217 or 3792.
Sponsored by the University Program Board
Tuesday, December 7
Holiday Karaoke Contest
12-2pm — Warren Hall Lounge
Sine your way into the holidays! Prizes given for the best singers!
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities

"Maintain, Don't Gain"
7pm — Godwin Hall-Purple & Gold Room
Learn to make low fat choices and snacks this holiday season.
Presented by Michelle Cavato-Dining Services
Sponsored by Godwin Wellness Center
Christinas Worship of Lessons and Carols
7pm - Emmanuel Church on the comer of Main Street and CantreU
Come celebrate the season and the reason with music and lessons.
All are invited.
Sponsored by some members of Interf aith Campus Ministries of JMU

_B^BH_

Wednesday, December 8
Photo Session with Santa
llam-lpm— Warren Hall Lounge
Open to all JMU students, faculty, staff and their families.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Stonespring Elementary Children's Choir
11am — Warren Hall Lounge
Share the Christmas spirit with the Stonespring Elementary Choir.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Holy Smoke
l-2pm — Warren Hall Lounge
Join the members of this group for more holiday singing.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Hanukkah First Night Ceremony
5:30pm — Taylor Hall, room 405
Come share the experience of Hanukkah.
Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel Counselorship
Thursday, December 9
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
12:15-12.45pm — Warren Hall Lounge
This ensemble of men will delight you with sounds of the holidays.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Shipley and Stacy
l-2pm — Warren Hall Lounge
Come and listen to their soothing acoustic sounds.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
An Evening With The Contemporary Gospel Singers
6-7pm — Warren Hall Lounge
Enjoy an evening of uplifting music, food and beverages to ease you into
the holiday spirit, then join us for..
Christmas on the Quad
7:30pm
Walk in a candlelight procession from Warren Hall
to the traditional tree lighting on the Quad.
Sponsored by SGA
Friday, December 10
Holiday Readings

"Going Home for the Holidays"
7pm — Taylor Hall 203
Sponsored by the Counseling Center

If

The Office of Student Activities invites you to join us for our
1993 Seasonal Festivities

Wednesday, December 1
Folk Dance Presentation
7-9 pm — Godwin 356
Come celebrate the holidays through Mexican and Israeli dance.
$2.00 charge
Sponsored by the JMU Folk Dance Ensemble

^H
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12pm — Warren Hall Lounge

Come and relax to the tales of the holiday with Mr. Robin McNallie.
Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
Sunday, December 12
Holiday Aerobics Class
5:45pm — Godwin Gym
Join the JMU aerobics instructors for a fun and healthy way
to kick off exam week and the holiday season.
Sponsored by the Godwin Wellness Center
AH events are free and open to all JMU students, faculty and staff
unless otherwise noted.
Watch for additional holiday week programing in Th.e Breeze-
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WhaddyaSayToAGuyWho's
Had The Same Job For 50 Years,
Has Never Galled In Sick Or Showed
Up Late, Never Taken A Vacation
Or A Holiday, Never Asked For
A Raise Or Griped About His Bonus
And, Believe It Or Not, Has No
Plans For Retirement?

Thanks.

t
$

Show Smokey how much you appreciate his many years of vigilance by being careful with matches
and campfires. Remember - only you can prevent forest fires.

Have You Done Your Homework?
Now that you have arrived at JIM 1I, you've got lots
of decisions to make...but one decision requires
very little time - where to keep your savings.
Commonwealth One Federal Credit Union is a
full service financial institution here to serve all of
your banking needs on campus.
Services include:
•No fee Checking Account
•ATM on campus
•Student Loans
•VISA Classic - No annual fee
and much, much more
Stop by the branch in Gibbons Hall for more
information on joining the credit union.
Branch Hours
Monday-Thursday 9:00am-5:00pm
Friday 9:00am-5:30pm
Saturday 10:00am-2:00pm

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
,»'

FRONDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
US CXmrtwM ol »Mpor«lon

i

CommonWealth One
Federal Credit Union

s
.=
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'Delivery Hours:
Sun.,Mon. I 11 a.rn.- i am.
Tue. * Sat;: lla.m - 2ua;

43-DUKES
(433-8537)

BAR & GRILL

Upcoming Shows!

APPETIZERS
BUFFALO WINGS . .(10) 3.25
BUFFALO WINGS . (20) 5.25
Tour choice hot or mtkl with celery
md bleu cheeae

MOZZARELLA STICKS

3.95

With iMflwi lor dipping

FRIED VEGGIES
With f»nc«i dressing for dipping
MO5HK0OMS

3.46

ZUCCHINI

3.45

ONION RINGS

Thurs. LATHER
Frl. MUG WIGHT
Sat. WHISKEY CREEK
#
Z25 (voted 1 Country
Band)
...2.25

CHICKEN FINGERS wu, honey mustard
CHEESE FRIES
\ tktppy least of crisp fries and lucho cheese

3.95

t96

SPECIALTY SANDWICHES
1. THE IRISH ESQUIRE
2. THE LEFTY.

295

SUPER NACH06

heitt mayo. cheekUr cheese and utmatoca

3. THE EARTH BREAKER

3-95

cheese, lettuce oa wheat bread

4. ROOT N* REUBEN

5. WILD TURKEY

3.95

Turkey on wheat bread wkh muenster, herb mayo, bacon
and 1000 bland dressing

65

Trc»h hiked and lightly coned with ash. Don't loegel the
tpicy mustard for dipping

4 35

6. BRIDGEWATER
1.25

DESIGNER PITAS
.3.60

10. THE DUKE

4.25

4.25

Tender Crab meat salad topped wth
tomato and herb mayo on s tub rot

mushrooms, eanots, wedcaobagc, and grated cheeae in our
own wery, wery, special sauce frue n dressing)

wkh Cheddar cAcoc

PITA COTTONTAIL

.3.60

A pts HUcd wtUt white tuw salad, tomato, lettuce and (ON)
UUad Dressing

PITA FONDA

!
IOOMIU.

3.75

fctfucc, ami ftera nu</o.

WHO'S YOUR DADDY PITA

Mon. OPEN STAGE
WITH GABE
Wed. TIME BEING
Thurs. FULL STOP

CROISSANTS
LE COCHON

11. 4X4

3.95

Roost kcef& turkey stuffed gently in a pita with honey
mayo, lettuce, tomato e? provolone cheese

.3.95

3.95

lettuce and tomxo AIM.'*special!

3.45

SAY CHEESE!!
A croissant roll wgh crunchy beta sprouts, kerb mayo,
tomaln and rour choice of cheeae: American, prenmhoe.
Swiss, Cheddar, oiuenster and mozzarells

336

Lniucr, tornoto, green pepptn. tzirrou, O*BW, <urv-nf«in.
i/uvvu, $Ucatd c/*«**. Mrffow oSotcv of Hum *n*t/ot
nukcr

CRAB SALAD

11-2
fn House Onlg

12. ITALIAN

4.25

nxmesutual, hard salami, cooked salami, peoookioe. Ilalum
tpacea, orunnt, bat peppers, lettuce, tomato, oil A vinegu
Maraa Mial What a sub!

M.JAMES MADISON

3.95

Marc dmcc roam beef, horscraekah mayo, lettuce, tomato,
snH chrckkr cheese on s »i6 n»I

15. MEATBALL GRINDER

•

3.95

Iksmemadt Italian meatbaOs In spKy tomato sauce covered
wnh fried onlona, green peppers, and roorzareaa cheeae

3.75

.4.96
..1.9S

lettuce, lon&j/o. ofi-otu. cwcHfl»6cr mrUh finer choice ot
DRES5INGS • French, thousand hkumts, ntru Choc, Crammy HaUan
Hanch, Oil A Vinegar

19. UNCLE RON'S

4.25

*°»* beefS turkey oa putapeaydtkkt wka daw, kerb maym
and mooarejm cheme

20.THEBOGART

4.25

tare roast beef, thinly skeed ham. mtahroom. lettuce,
tomato, herb mayo, provohtnc

21. BIG DADDTS DELIGHT

5.25

Four mean plus your choice of cheese and all the extras.

FROM THE GRILL
MR. BIGS BURGER

3.95

1/3 hurgrr charb wiled over aoatt and cooked la your
satisfaction with our special seasonings

3.96

Chilled Icelandic cram met! over lettuce with rrren peppers,
onions, tomato and our special utuce (1000 lilandi)

HOUSE SALAD

unch Special!!!
$2.95
includes; g1' Sub,
Pickle, & Urge Drink

SALADS

GREEK SALAD.
LeJtuec, tomato, green pepper*. onJorw, fprlmtScd mrtth feu
cheese am/ topped wmk fmrt choice ofvh*-e tnl «mi vfncgi/,
e*t I"w <-*! Italian Droiing

mucnatet), lettuce, tomato, mod herb maym

Ham. turkey, lettuce, tomato, herb mayo

aU5 STYLE CROISSANT
Select turkey breast, hero mayo, bacon. Swat cheeae,

CHEF SALAD

3.75

four cheeses to be enact (Swim, prwokone, chetUar, and

16. HAMMERHEAD

A fresh bale*, croissant roB wkh Va. baked has*. Swos,
brawn mustard, lettuce, tomato, French cuisine •*» ••
drawl

I

3.75

Komt beef, turkey, herb mayo,
lettuce, tomato, and prorobne
cheese Woo* Woo*?

A tasty wegetabSc mature offwesh cauliflower, bwoccnl,

Ilomcmade enjeir n Mbrf.
Eat four flan out /ine.'

295

lUia. lettuce, tomato, herb mayo, omkms. 5»ai
cheese, and our own special hot sauce

9. BULLDOG

PITA WABBIT

3.75

Corned beef kraut, mustard, and 1000 Island dressing bud
out on rye snd covered with Swiaa

7. THE jd-JO DOG
First we Uk, a Nrw York kosher not dot (6 or.) then we
wrap it in frriti bar el dough, top it with pappy teeds, then
Like to golden perfection

tomatoes, piemAlc ssacc. and tour cream

PRETZELS

3.96

Chicken %alad plowed over by avncarkt spread, muenstee

Boast bee/S turkey on sub roH wuk slaw, heib msyo and
rmoazareaa cheeae

Chip, smothered la chlM. dicta*, mice, tenure, onto*.

FRENCH FRIES ww» rwchoice oftauex

3.95

fattrsml sad corned beef on rye with IOO0 liluid dressing,

6. COL HARPER

N ACH05 Chlpa wkh tprnry cheese un

4.35

liar* m Turkey on pumpermcklc, hells mayo. RiauiM
Jreaung. turn/, mueaster cheeae. and hacoa

• Call for Desserts
and Other Items

WITH CHEESE
WITH FRIES
FAST EDDirS STEAK A CHEESE

ADD .60
4.96
3.95

IhkrJy sliced choice steak, mixed* green and nod pepper
gulps, onkma and provolone chetat on a tab tod
GRILLED CrtCKEN SANDWICH
Tender boneleat chicken breasts on a bun wth lettuce,
tomato, and mayo

WITH FRIES

3.95

4.93
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Sports
Tradition, excellence
would be sacrificed
by playoff structure
For once, sport should just be left alone. The
number of suggestions to improve American sport
multiply by the day.
But sport's true spirit continues to be
overshadowed by critics and their misguided
recommendations. For sports purists and true fans,
the majority of those suggestions aren't worth the
air they're spoken with.
Simply thinking about what asiroturf and the
designated hitter have done to major league
baseball should make fans from San Diego to
Boston cringe.
Now, the current rage is about how a college
football playoff system would remedy all questions
about who's the national champion.

Sports
Commentary
CRAIG NEWMAN

Drew vanEsselstyn

Freshman swingman Ryan Cullcerto records one of his two steals against Howard Tuesday night.

Dukes paste Howard 94-71
as five hit for double figures
by Craig Landis
staff writer
JMU men's basketball took advantage of Howard's
turnover-prone offense Tuesday and turned it into a 9471 victory for the Dukes at the Convocation Center.
The Dukes played consistently early and led by as
much as 33 midway through the second half.
"I was pleased with some things," head coach Lefty
Driesell said. "I thought we played good defense for 30
minutes — then we kind of got lazy."
Coming off a 88-73 loss to Virginia Commonwealth
in the season opener Saturday night in Richmond, JMU
looked to toughen up on defense after VCU's senior
forward Kendrick Warren and junior forward Tyron
McCoy combined for 51 points for the Rams.
JMU held Howard to just 45 percent shooting for the
game, while making more than 56 percent of their own
shots.
Leading the way on offense for the Dukes was junior
forward Louis Rowe, who scored 21 points from 6-for11 shooting. Rowe showed his versatility, shooting off
the dribble and driving against a spotty Howard defense.
Howard's starting center, 7-foot freshman Grady
Livingston, got in foul trouble early and proved little
trouble for the smaller JMU front line. He fouled out in
the second half after tallying more turnovers (3) than
points.
One bright spot for the Bison came in the form of
senior guard Donnel Diggs, who took advantage of
JMU's suspect perimeter defense in scoring 26 points off
nine-for-16 shooting, including a trio of three-pointers.
JMU never trailed in the game, getting out to an 11point leid after senior forward Michael Veflson
connected on two foul shots.
Sophomore center Kareem Robinson ignited the
crowd with a dunk with 5:01 remaining in the first half

that increased the lead to 15. Robinson showed up
offensively, scoring 14 points.
The first half ended with a 6-0 run by the Dukes that
started with an alley-oop dunk from junior point guard
Dennis Leonard to Rowe.
The same play started off the second half as well, this
time with senior forward Clayton Ritter on the receiving
end of the Leonard assist. Ritter scored 13 points and
hauled in a career-high 10 rebounds.
Leonard followed with a lay-up off a steal to put JMU
up 50-30.
Ritter said the team's biggest problem was
maintaining intensity. "We played pretty good pressure
defense in spurt. We played pretty good in the first half
and then we let off."
Ritter, one of two seniors this year, said the team still
hasn't executed on offense.
"We had a little trouble with our motion offense. It
didn't really seem like we got in the flow of things," he
said. "Most of these guys haven't played a motion
offense before — as we go on it'll get better."
Driesell said, "It was the same thing that happened
against VCU. We got 10 or 12 behind and we panicked
and started taking bad shots. Tonight we got up by 30
and the same thing happened. We've got to play solid
whether we're down by 10 or up by 30."
JMU will travel to West Lafayette, Indiana on Friday
to take on nationally-ranked Purdue in the first round of
the Boilermaker Tournament. The Dukes play either
Western Michigan or Indiana State in the second round.
Purdue features Ail-American forward Glenn
Robinson, picked by many as the premier player in the
nation.
Rowe said the team's ready for the Boilermakers.
"Mentally, we know we can beat them." Rowe said.
"We've got to play a lot harder the whole 40 minutes.
It's just a matter of being intense the whole game."

Does Florida State, whose coach is blessed with
pro-caliber athletes at every position but still can't
win the big one, deserve a shot?
Or does Nebraska, who only blows out teams
like Division I-AA North Texas State and who
struggles with Kansas, deserve its chance?
The playoff system, for as much as it is wellintentioned, would not remedy any of the situations
mentioned above.
Selection for the NCAA basketball tournament
is political, and nothing would make any football
playoff format less political. The selection
committee will inevitably play favorites, and the
lesser-known teams will struggle to get the
recognition they now get in bowl games.
It is the nature of American sports fans to want
to debate who's the best. Babe Ruth or Mickey
Mantle? Magic Johnson or Michael Jordan? Joe
Namath or Dan Marino?
Similar controversy is what makes college
football great. Colorado and Georgia Tech fans
battled it out in 1990, Washington and Miami in
1991, and it was up to every individual to decide
who was the true national champion, not some
bowl coalition.
The media has created the most debate on the
issue, and it's what sells newspapers and makes
television ratings jump through the roof.
If one of the major networks could get any cut
on the playoff, its revenues would rise
exponentially.
Tradition is hailed by Notre Dame and Lou
Holtz. A winning legacy is the cornerstone for
programs like Nebraska and Miami, and to institute
a program of playoffs would flush those down the
toilet.
One solution is to get rid of the conference ties
to certain bowl games. A Big Ten team will never
win a national championship until the Pac-10 is at
the same level, and they can face off in the Rose
Bowl.
Only the Fiesta Bowl really allows for the
matchup without any ties.
For the meantime, everyone should just pipe
down about a playoff, watch the Seminoles create
another split national champion, and enjoy the best
part of college football — tradition.

mmm
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Patrick Manor &
Pineapple Pedalers Touring

0UOHt

Bed N Breakfast at Patrick Manor - located by
the Sbenandoab River
(Rooms available for December Graduation)

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

Patrick Manor also hosts Mountain & Road Bike excursions
through the Blue Ridge ft Appalachian Mountains.

CARRY OUT ONLY!
extra toppings only 930 + tax

Canoe Rentals • Fishing • Hiking • Cycling
We can design cycling tours to fit your specific needs.
Groups ft Individual Tours Welcome

+ TAX

4- ^ -^-PAPA 702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg
** **■
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd.)
433-7272
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Jesus Christ Is Lord!

<; A R I) E \ S

Approximately 10 miles east
from JMU on Port Republic

/

249-3156

W I L L I A M S B I R (J

AUDITIONS
tormance

THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT
«*•-"

Don't Let
Graduation
Mean the End
To Your
Health
Insurance
You've worked bardfor
that diploma. Sodontletan
unnecessary gap in
insurance coverage get in
your way.
Whether you're coming off
your parent's plan, finishing
a student plan or waiting for
coverage through a new
employer, a Short Term
Medical plan from Time
Insurance is the answer.
Time's easy and affordable
coverage plans were
designed with your specific
needs in mind. The benefits
are excellent, there's a
choice of coverage periods,
and the policy can be issued
right-on the spot. Don't take
chances with your future call us today.'
Planned Benefit Services
S. Bruce Allen
2492 Whitney CL
Charlottesvilk, VA 22901
804 - 973-3731
800 - 621-3863
Proriden of AJMMIM, life,
Health • DU-bUMy Inraraacc
TIME INSURANCE COMPANY

When you hear the thunder of applause, you know
you're where you want to be., and Busch Gardens
in Williamsburg, Virginia is ready to make it all
come true.
No other place can offer you a package like this:
eight high performance mainstage shows; a tremendous variety of strolling entertainment; a dedicated
staff that cares about developing your talent; plus
FREE classes in dance, voice and drama. There's also
housing coordination available as well as a new
sports medicine program. All of this plus free access
to one of the most beautiful theme parks in
the world.
More than 250 positions are now available for:
• Singers, Dancers, Musicians, Actors,
Variety Artists
• Technicians (stage managers, audio engineers,
lighting and follow spot operators, and wardrobe
dressers with sewing experience)

If chosen, you can begin working weekends
from February through April '94 and full time
from May through October '94.
If unable to attend the auditions, send your
resume and photo, along with a video tape
(dancers, actors, variety artists) or cassette tape
(musicians, singers), to: Auditions, c/o Busch
Sound exciting? It is! Plan on starting your experience Gardens Entertainment, One Busch Gardens
Boulevard, WUHamsburg, VA 23187-8785. Or
of a lifetime at Busch Gardens/Williamsburg Auditions
call 1-800-253-3302 for more information. An
'94. Bring your best 1 1/2 minute act to the audition
equal opportunity employer.
location nearest you.

Busch Gardens, Williamsburg
Hastings Theatre
Saturday, December 11th
11:00 am-5:00 pm
One Busch Gardens Blvd., Williamsburg, VA

„BUSCH
GARDENS.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA.
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Dukes make easy work of Coppin State, 77-33
Shelly tallies 17 points to move JMU's record to 2-0
middle was wide open."
A major problem for the
stqffwriter
Dukes last season was depth
Pressure defense and a coming off the bench, a dilemma
dominating inside game helped that does not appear to be a factor
the JMU women's basketball this year. Nine Dukes scored at
dispose of Coppin State 77-33 on least two points against Coppin
Monday night at the Convocation Stale.
Center.
"Depth, I think, is our key,"
The win improved the Dukes Shelly said. "This year, you can
record to 2-0
look out on the floor, and you're
"We're just glad to have an always going to see different
opportunity to get another game people. We can route them in
under our belts and for everyone and out, and it keeps everybody
to get some minutes," head coach fresh."
Shelia Moorman said. "I'm not
Ratliff said, "This year,
sure we learned an awful lot from basically
everyone
can
an experience like this."
contribute."
JMU came out of the gates on
The Dukes were also able to
fire, outscoring overmatched dominate the boards both
Coppin State 21-4 in the first offensively and defensively. JMU
seven minutes of play.
out-rebounded Coppin State 29Junior forward Kara Ratliff 14 in the first half and 50-35 for
and sophomore center Heather the game.
Hopkins took control of the game
"Rebounding was a key for us,
early. The duo combined for 12 and I think we did a very good
of the Dukes' first 14 points and job "Ratliff said.
forced the Eagles to abandon
The Dukes began the second
their zone defense.
half with a 17-4 run. Junior guard
"We've been working on our Christina Lee's layup and two
zone offense for a while, and I free throws extended JMU's lead
think it's still something we need to 53-13 with 8:45 remaining in
to work on," senior guard Gail the game.
Shelly said. "But tonight, we
The Dukes forced 31 turnovers
weren't afraid to shoot the and compiled 13 steals on the
outside shot or penetrate in. Their night Coppin State shot a dismal
zone was very spread and the 26.5 percent from the field for the

by Kevin Finch

game.

Shelly led JMU with 17 points
and added four assists and three
steals. Ratliff and Hopkins each
scored 12.
"[Ratliff] is very confident.
She really is our leader in many,
many ways," Moorman said.
"She's not afraid to speak out and
has been very outgoing and
aggressive in every regard since
we started."
On Friday night, JMU downed
Virginia Commonwealth 62-53 in
Richmond. Freshman forward
Sarah Schreib scored the Dukes'
first 12 points of the second half
and finished the game with 15.
Ratliff and Lee each added 10.
This weekend, the team travels
to Syracuse, N.Y., to compete in
the Carrier Classic with
Lafayette, Syracuse and VCU.
The Dukes will face Syracuse in
the first round.
"It seems to be a tournament
where anybody could win it and
an opportunity for us all to
compete with teams on our level
right now," Moorman said. "I
think that's a great learning
experience."
The Dukes return home for
matchups with two nationally
ranked teams. They will face No.
14 Ohio State on Dec. 11 and No.
MAGGIE WELTER
2 Iowa on Dec. 19.
Freshman Jen Williams goes up for s shot in Monday's game.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS 94
COPYF

SKI CANADA

You

$209

PARTY IN THE SNOW !
m.9mmumm»_
ngytmtoKT Kiiam

IMSIAOKKS

m« m »—in i
5 •AJTUPTl

JANUARY 2 1. JANUARY f-M. Ia»»
• SrMNOBHCAK IS*
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■nurtounaataannmnAaiJC
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• TMOUMMM <* (ncfwra mimmf — counts *
iwnorii arrDoouiaoam*
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• «ore 7W uu *» TO CONHMC AICOHO. m ■*

1-800-999-SKI-9

'THE GORIEST FRIGHT FILM OF ALL TIME."
- Phantom Of Tha Moviaa. NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

COLDEN RIPE

T0STIT0S

Dole
Bananas

Tortilla
Chips
100Z.BAC

CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE OR

Coca cola
Classic
2 LITER

"IN THE DAIRY CASE-

RED

Kroger 1%
Milk

Delicious
Apples

GALLON

WJ.BAG

VIDEO WORMJ

Why In The World Go Anywhere Else?
DENNIS THE MENACE Now Guaranteed To Be Here, Or Rent FREE!
HARRISONBURG Cloverleaf Shopping Ctr. 434-0913
OPEr/*l0am-T10pm • 7 Days A Week

A\.vi>-ui.r

e.frKfc-soc aSML

HOUSE OF RAEFORD
TURKEY BREAST OR

Russer va.
Baked Ham
POUND

eeer s .aeO ,Y6bzini! jiaana 3HT a^
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Gymnasts look
to freshmen for
key contribution

SPORTS
& HIGHLIGHTS
WRESTLING
Two JMU wrestler* nationally
ranked

Wrestlers Juda Arena, a junior, and
Josh Henson, a sophomore, have been
nationally ranked by Amateur
Wrestling News.
Arena is ranked 17th in the 150pound weight class, while Henson is
20th in the 177-pound division.
Arena was last year's Colonial
Athletic Association champion at 142
pounds. Henson was named a freshman
All-American by Amateur Wrestling
News last year.
Arena is 6-2 this season, while
Henson is 7-2. JMU will compete this
Sunday in the Perm State Open.

MEN'S GOLF
Golf team third in district

The men's golf team has been
ranked third in the NCAA District II.
The rankings are based upon the team's
results during the fall season.
Penn State and Princeton are the top
two teams in the district, followed by
JMU, Loyola and Army.
The Dukes have eight tournaments
scheduled, for the spring, starting with
the William & Mary Invitational on
March 7-8 in Williamsburg. The JMU
spring classic is scheduled for March
12-13 in Luray.

REC REPORT
• Yoga classes continue on Tuesdays at
5:30 p.m. and Wednesdays at noon in
Godwin 205 through Dec. 8. No
experience necessary; wear loose
clothing and bring a towel.
• Join the Wellness Peer Educators for
"Defining Spirituality," a program
designed to explore the spiritual
component of wellness and to
determine how this fits into your
personal wellness plan on Thursday at
7 p.m. in Godwin 205.
• "Maintain, Don't Gain'' is a Wellness
Program discussion on how to maintain
your weight over the holiday season.
Topics will include how to make low
fat holiday choices and how to snack
during the season. The program is Dec.
7 at 7 p.m. in Godwin 205. A special
incentive program to keep holiday
weight off will take place from Dec. 8 16. Visit the Godwin Wellness Center
front desk for more information.
• Time Management" is a program
designed to help students develop
strategies to manage time and help
through the stress of exam week.
Program is on Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. in
Godwin 205.
• Come to a country line dancing lesson
and learn four line dances for the
holidays Dec. 8 from 7 - 8 p.m. in the
Warren Campus Lounge. Sponsored by
Natural Highs.

SKI FOR CREDIT!

MEN'S BASKETBALL
JMU (94)
'«

n

reb

■ft) ■•a sa-a o-i

a to tp
0-4 2 1 21
1-3 0 1 14
0-2 3 2 5
3-7 2 2 14
0-3 1 1 9
Lou
7
1-1 0 0 2
Leonard
28
1-3 6 3 11
CuUcerto
6
0-0 2 1 3
Wilson
7
0-0 0 1 2
Riller
33
1-10 2 4 13
Totals
200
7-34 18 16 94
Perce»U|es: FG—56.1, FT- -72.7, 3-poinl goals—
6-11,54.5 (Rowe 0-2, McLinlon 1 -1, Culuko 2-4,
Rowe
31
Robinson 30
McLinlon 22
Venion
19
Culuko
17

6-11 9-11
5-8 4-7
2-3 0-0
3-6 8-9
3-7 1-2
1-3 0-0
4-8 2-3
1-2 0-0
1-1 0-1
6-8 0-0
32-57 24-33

Leonard 1-2, Culicerto 1-2, Ritter 1-1)
JlfiSIDl(71)

■la
19
32
3
10
29
4
5
21
30

<k

n-a
Young
0-0
Brown
4-10
Charuer
0-1
Beard
1-4
Diggs
9-15
Dedmon
0-1
Johnson
0-2
Crowder
4-8
Turley
5-10
Livingston 23 1-3
Kirk sey
7 2-2
Brown
5 0-2
Ro»i
12 2-5
Totals
200 28-62

n
sa-a
0-0
<M)
2-2
0-0
5-6
0-0
0-0
0-0
2-4
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-2
9-14

reb
o-t
0-3
1-2
0-0
2-2
2-4
04
0-0
2-3
0-4
0-9
0-2
1-1
0-1
9-32

a to
1 2
3 7
0 0
1 1
5 2
0 0
0 1
2 3
1 2
1 3
0 0
0 0
0 0
14 21

tp
0
9
3
2
26
0
0
8
14
2
4
0
4
71

Percentages: FG—45.2, FT—64.3, 3-poini goals—
6-18.333 (Brown 1-5, Diggi 3-6, Turley 2-6, Ross
0-1)

JMU's men's gymnastics squad hopes a
new group of freshmen can contribute to
the team, while the women look to
continue the week-to-week improvement
they showed last season.
"We expect everyone on the team lo do
well," coach Roger Burke said. "It's really
a team effort, and each kid is special in
their own way."
Senior Mike Onuska and junior
Michael Jenks will serve as captains this
season. Freshmen Jason Bauer, Chris
Golden and Dave Robinson are
newcomers for the Dukes.
Burke anticipates strong competition
from all opponents this season.
"Our goal is to stay healthy and do a
little better than the week before," he said.
"As long as each member tries their best,
that's the best we can do."
Senior Meg Woods and junior Penny
Cash serve as captains for a young
women's team with eight freshmen.
Junior Julie Cardinali and sophomore
twins Joy and Ivy Wells will also
contribute as important squad members.
JMU's schedule includes a matchup
with defending champs Georgia.
Last year, the squad set three school
records including highest total score with
a 188.65 at the N.C. State Invitational.
"We'll be as successful or more so this
year," Lewis said. "We're definitely
knocking on the door of the regional
tournament"
—Steve Nahra

Are You "Sick"
Of The Health
Center?

HARRISONBURG MINOR EMERGENCY CENTER IS ONLY A
SHORT WALK FROM CAMPUS AND NO APPOINTMENT IS
NECESSARY.
<_,

Yearxvnf*MASSANUTTEN
Pre-register now for KIN131 (Elementary),KIN 231
(Intermediate), orKIN331 (Advanced) courses
for two semester hours credit on your class schedule.

When: 3RD BLOCK TUESDAY/THURSDAY
l-5pm OR 5-10 pm CLASS SESSIONS
>S"S

NEW state-of-the-art snowguns to
open DIAMOND JIM as soon as possible

$132 ($156 with rental equipment)
Check payable to: Great Eastern Resort Management.
MUST be paid at REQUIRED oricnialion/liability meeting
in G/S Theatre Tuesday, January 11 * A late fee of $10
will be charged to all students who donot attend this meeting.
,'t.

Small Group lessons/car pools to be formed

For further information contact:
Dr. John Haynes, Kinesiology Department
Phone 568-3949

1

• m),

» JMU Physicals
»X-Ray Services
• Allergy Injections
»Prompt Quality Care
»Flu Shots
► Open Seven Days A Week
Mon.-Fri. 9-7 pm
Sat.
10-6 pm
Sun.
12-6 pm
1356 S. Main St
(Near Olde Mill)
433-3992

«_—»-»««
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MOLE HILL BIKES
O GIANT Bikes & Fitness Equip.

"Why Settle For Less /*
Looking for a new bike or just a gift
for a cyclist friend see your best
selection at everyday low prices!

Helmets • Locks • Bags • Lights • Cyclocomputers

879-2011

FINANCING AVAILABLE

University Place
"Why Rent When You Can Buy?"

Giant Mountain Bikes
as low as $199.95

■ ■■

CONDO AUCTION

U L| u

iar

DAYTON, VA

Thurs, Dec. 9 at 12 noon
JOPEN HOUSE on Thuis. Dec. 2nd from 4-7pm

Three > 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condos
Two - 4 Bedroom, 2 Bath Condos y
All Units Located Only Minutes from
the James Madison Campus. Assessed
Value $55,000 to $59,500. Minimum
Bid $8,000 per Unit.

For More Information Call Jim Woltz or Bill Neuhoff
Woltz & Associates Inc.
l-80O^3588_ BrokersTAssociates 703-342-3560
/\

(Toppings only $1.00)

20" Round Pizza

fctrCafeg2feSld^\fek

433-3776
RochesiCrfgg;
1ST PIZZA IN TOWN DELIVERED FREE!

99
STAR
PIZZA

+ tax

Any Large
One Topping
Pizza

PIZZA
^••••|
433-3776

+ tax

Any Large
One Topping
Pizza

433-3776

433-3776

STAR

FOUR
STAR
PIZZA

75 FOUR
♦tax STAR

+ tax

Two Big 12" \ PIZZA

Two Big 12

Subs & Two
FREE 16oz.
Drinks

Subs & Two
FREE 16oz.
Drinks

■* * * *

433-3776

SPEND YOUR WIERBREAK
ATSNOWSHOE
FUN&PARITES
PLUS...
FANlSnCSKDNG!

,

»

H*

IANUARY2tbru4orJANUARY6thru81

(ing

*4tfa night option available, Jan. 5
Where dse can you have as much fan on a macaroni.
and cheese budget than during Snowshoe's InterCoUegiate Ski
Week. This special package gives students,33*i savings on 3 or
4 day/night packages. Plus! A 'Welcome Aboard Party, NASTAK clime and race tickets, 50% savings on group ski lessons,
discounted rates on ski rentals and outrageous live entertainment throughout the week.
■,,:..
Be certain to hang.out til Saturday for the Winta
Break Fest' sponsored by^udweiser & Dannon yogurt...fan
™**' * ^frfflowtoBREA^for Snowsboe, and experience
some of the best fun and skiing in the East!
■ VIROINIA

For Reservations Call 304-572-5252

^m

T»
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GUEST

Picks of the week
Drrw vauiEsscfctyn
newsedhor
Laa week
„
g.j
Season total
78-53-1
Winning percentage...
595

Minnesota at Detroit
N.Y. Giants at Miami
Kansas City at Seattle
Denver at San Diego
LA. Rams at Phoenix

HI

Minnesota
Miami
Kansas City
Denver
Phoenix

Kevin Finch
sports writer
54
73-58-1
.557

Steve Miranda

Minnesota
Miami
Kansas City
Denver
Phoenix

Minnesota
Miami
Seattle
San Diego
LA. Rams

Minnesota
Miami
Kansas City
San Diego
Phoenix

\.i\ \

Mill1.

LA Raiders
Cleveland
Tampa Bay
Houston
New England

Buffalo
New Orleans
Washington
Atlanta
Pittsburgh

Alison Boyce
asst sports editor

6-5
75-56-1
.572

Minnesota
N.Y. Giants
Kansas City
Denver
Phoenix

( olll'UC liM>tl).lll: AllIlN VS. Vl\\

LA. Raiders at Buffalo
New Orleans at Cleveland
Washington at Tampa Bay
Atlanta at Houston
New England at Pittsburgh

■■■£

Buffalo
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
Houston
Pittsburgh

U\ Don't Miss
iJ Our Exit!

S( u null 111

6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms
Townhouses or Gardens
Pool & Tennis Court
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Small Pets Welcome*

• Full Size Washer & Dryer
• Fully Equipped Kitchen
• City Bus Service to JMU
• Microwave Special*
• 24-Hour Maintenance
On -Site Management

Buffalo
Geveland
Washington
Houston

Buffalo
New Orleans
Washington
Houston
Pittsburgh

Cnrig Newman
The Breeze
Photo Manager

54
7041-1
.534

\.

And down the stretch they come! Things are looking rosy for the Guru with
just two weeks remaining in the Picks of the Week season. He seems to be
following in the footsteps of the 1991 Twins and Braves in going from worst
to first. Alison stands just three games back and is banking on a slow-down
in Drew's momentum, often caused by over-indulgence in Thanksgiving
turkey and a Lett-down (forgive us Leon,) during holiday football games.
Kevin, an old-hand in poultry matters, may have been a bit overconfident
going into the break about his prognostication abilities and was only able to
muster a 5-6 record. Normally, this wouldn't be such a cause for alarm;

•
•
•
•
•

sports editor

however, it matched the record of our somewhat befuddled and confused
Steve, who is so ashamed he can no longer bear to show his face. Someone
should explain to him that a low score in golf is fine, but predicting is
another matter. Perhaps the darkness inside his new bag will give him some
sort of psychedelic vision and allow him to see the true path to follow for the
rest of the season. This week, the panel proves that persistence does indeed
pay off by welcoming accomplished amateur predictor and Breeze Photo
Manager Craig Newman to the foray that is the title stretch. Good luck to all
and remember, just 23 shopping days till X-mas.

(pizzS

mm

I®

433433-7272
PAPA
Call Your PAPA!
702 E. Market St., Harnsonburg

tUflitb

(Corner off Old Furnace Rd.)

.Soww'Hu-'-

Free Garlic Butter and
Pcpperoncini Peppers
with each Pizza

Moo. - FrL
Weekends by Appt.

\

^** -^

' Some restrictions apply
Clubhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg. VA 22801
Directions: Across the highway from JMU Campus. 1-81 Exit 24§ East on Port
Republic Road to top bf hill, right on Devon Lane to Rental Office.

434-2220

Ask About Our
Carryout Special

OUWYOUTWIDOJWHY

CAWY OUT OR DEIMRT

One Large
"Works1 Pizza

Large, One
Topping Pizza

$9.95.™

PIMIWMIWUM
UMTEDDaWOTAKA

$6.96.

DTM TOPVMM AWUU

"GAToftSiodJvMTWo Large
Single Topping Pizzas
$11.91.

omwmmmmMi
vmvaminmtm
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J/HH
17th^Annual
Holiday Book Fair
December 1-3
20% off all general books...
...including those in our holiday catalog
20% off all special order books (excluding course books)
...Most books ordered by Dec. 3 will be received prior
to the holidays

20% off all decorative calendars
•Holiday CD's and cassettes
•Large selection of maps and travel guides
'Mystery games and puzzles for that unique gift
'Special selection of sale books priced to $14.99

-Refreshments served-Free gift wrapSix drawings daily for gifts and books including:
Michael Jordan's Rare Air
Heritage of America Cookbook
JMU'S

Then and Now

Cyclists Guide to Shenandoah Valley
Far Side Gallery.
Store hours:
Monday & Wednesday: 8am-7pm
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: $am-5pm
Saturday: 10am-4pm
Visa
Mastercard
H«*

The
holidays
can be
draining
for us,
too.

+

American
Red Cross

(jive blood again. It will be felt for a lifetime

Drunk Driving Doesn't
Just Kill Drunk Drivers
Friends don't let
friends drive drunk.
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, Come 11
General meeting - Monday. Dec. 6 3:00™
in the Purple and Gold Room. Godwin Hall - 2nd floor

Country Line Dancing-Wednesday.
NOW HIRING
DELIVERY DRIVERS
• $5.00 - $15.00 or more an hour
• Flexible work hours
• Be part of the excitement of the area's
fastest growing pizza delivery company

Dec. 8 - 7:00-8:00PM in the Warren Hall lounge

Whine and Cheese Party Tuesday.
December 14.10:00pM-midnifiht. 1st floor Taylor Hall
f eameroomJ. Free games and food. T-Shirt giveaway.

Are you ready f or...

REQUIREMENTS
Must be 18 years of age. Valid
driver's license. Automobile
insurance. Good driving record.
Access to a car.

OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE
• PIE MAKERS

• ORDER TAKERS

Apply at 702 E. Market St. Harrisonburg

433-7272
■■•ViiVii •'■••"•
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Mac 11Mb Quadra* 660a K30. "** torn*
AppUCD"WCbkWdti*.t\ftUtu*,ioVliionm It
Dbplay. Hfk hlmtml Ktjbotnlll and mout*

-I

Next semester look for •.. dive-in movie,
mud volleyball tournament, etc.
■^^WB

-■; '

^■W^^S^W"

A
Introducing The Great Apple Campus
Deal. Right now; buy any select Macintosh'
or PowerBook*computer, and you'll also
get seven useful software programs. \\\ all
included in one low price. (The software
alone has a combined SRP of $596*) And.
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal
even better. Apply by January 28,1994, and
your first payment is deferred for 90 days.
All you have to do is qualify. So, what
are you waiting for? An Apple' computer.
It does more. It costs less. Its that simple.

0*b $5,061.

UmcmtablC<liiH),tffUCokrrba
14'Difl*,. Appla fqboanllla»Jmou*

Only $1,297.

%
'•-"•'•.'■

Apfuru-fBookieiiw

(Mr tun

*

It does more.

m art appUlm [ma* txdjm could QMilfi fir
lor MonMr/mwrtt on a HM or ftmrftm*

It costs less.

It's that simple.

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

JMU Bookstore
Warren Hall • 568-3989
•mmmimmfmm
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Humor
THE FAR SlX/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HQBEES/BUlWatterson

'■

t-.'-U-L

/feep«v*>1ckfu\eye.
/boys..- "There's cnly one
! way ouih -ft* fiffl, arid
Xevefr cntof-rfiem win>nts.

*W NEAN ITS BE&TIKIE AND WELL FIRST, HOBBES AND I
INVENTED AND CCMSTtoCTED
ttU HAYENT EVEN STARTED
A THINKING CAP THAT
WRITING 1CWR. PAPER FOR
AUGMENTED WN BRAIN SO
SCHOOL V WHAT HAVE SOU
BEEN #GW6 ALL EVENING ?p , I COULD THMK UP A GOOD
| TOPIC. M* THEN WE DREW
ILLUSTRATIONS OE...

S*

GREAT/ JUST GREAT.'
MOM LETS US STAX OP
HALF AN HOUR LONGER
TO FINISH THIS PAPER.

HOW MA I \
SUPPOSED TO \
DO A GOOD
JOB IN SO
LITTLE TIME ?7

iOOR MOM
SAv=> W
WASTED THE
WHOLE
EVENING

^EAH, BUT \T COULDNE.
BEEN A 1ST BETTER.
I FlNWLX SET A CHANCE
I TO YtRlTE ABOUT SOMETWtfc
I KNOW BACKWARD AND
FORVJARD AND I HAKE TO
RUSH THE WHOLE THING.

BUT NOW SHE'S MAKING ME ESPECIALLY SINCE ^CU'VE
USED UP 15 MINUTES
DO A RUSHED, SLIPSHOD JOB?
COMPLAINING "ABOUT IT.
I'LL HN*E TO COWROMlSt
>
THE QUALHV.' I WONT
ILL TEU.THE
GET THE "A" I DESERVE!
TEACHER ITS
MM HoM'S / /""

WEIL, WITH THE TIME
AVAILABLE, *>U DID THE
BEST ^OU COULD.
_

At the Federal Mole Penitentiary

SORT OF.
I THINK
GENIUSES SHOULD
BE G\NEN
SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS

SILLY JILUE/ Amy 0.

rMr'&f^£?^

It s OK! Dart not poisonous
Just showin my kid the ropes!'

4'

"■

■■

'

'

^^n^^^^^^^^^rm
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM/AMe Peters

VERISIMILITUDE/^vz/ Coulson

'VAArJ, I -HATE IT WHEN YOU
CAN'T TELL THE MEN'S FROM
THE WOMEN'S "

THE FAR SIDE/GaryLar.son

"Listen up, my Cossack brethren! We'll ride Into
tie valley Hke the wind, Hie thunder of our horses and
the lightning ol our steel striking tear In the hearts of
our enemies!... And remember—stay out of
Mrs. CakhveU's garden!"

"Hold it right there, young lady! Before you go out,
you take off some of that makeup and wash off
that gallon of pheromones!"

"A word of advice, Durk: Its the Mesolithtc. We've
domesticated the dog, we're using stone tools,
and no one's naked anymore."
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ONE LARGE 14" PIZZA
With Your Choice
Of Any Single
Topping
Not Valid With Any
Other Offer.

OTZZAj

Mm

$6.95

mm
flZZAi

RESERVE

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
CARRY OUT ONLY!
$4

extra toppings only 930 + tax

+TAX

4-^^-PAPA 702E.Markei
** **
433-7272

OFFICERS'

98.

(Comer of Old Furnace Rd.)

TRA IN I N G

CORPS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND
F-L-O-R-I-D-A

DAYTON A BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD
C*0*L*0*R*A*D*0

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGE/KEYSTONE
N-E-V-A.D.A

LAS VEGAS

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented
students. If you qualify, these meritbased scholarships can help you pay
tuition and educational fees. They

even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of
up to $1000 each school year the
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

-8*0*U«T«H C*A*R*0«L>I*N*A-

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

ARMTROTC

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHUREI

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

1'800'SUNCHASE

CONTACT: CAPTAIN DOUG KEARNES (703) 568-6094

^m
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Classifieds
Oh*. M> *ubM - Avaitab*. for apring.
HI pay you. 584-0883

FOR RENT
Fof rent. Fkre peiaon occupancy. June
1N4-U«« 1985, $1.100/mo. (Ml *•*«3**.
SuMNHI - •■Mir* HIM ML Quiet
roommat*.. W/0. A/C. Evan/thing in
great (hap*. $150/mo. Cad 434 6478.
a* tor Drew.
Spring s.mislsr - Subfeaoe lot Aahby
Craaahg 1270-J. Cat Syvia. S64-1440.
BR apt. en Dutch Mill Court Ma trad lo laJai December
Daoai
tor quasi
single or couple, face. 434-2100
OM

I - For baautitul
houaa on Old South High. Individual
tonee. DAV. W/0. available now. Call
Sanaa. 4344813.
I - $114, tour block, from
campua. Franc*/ houaa. 434-7042
Ream far rant theept Silt/aw. Avaeafel* January. Darren, 4334030.
Ridge, etoan.
OtojadWandy.

It Famala, Hunter's
$1$5. 433-7312.

4 BM - t Bath cerate. FuSy furnished.
MW. DAK. diahaa. eeek*. TV. Available
eV1«n»4. IndMduej at****. $1S0/mo. 432-

aw

SW Faaraary 1*-I* at F
RaaaM lor $440. Cal 4SM441.

Valay

Spring •■Mat - OMa Kill. Qraat
ma
an PliajiSinia,433-3040.
Raammata naadad I Far Spring
•amailar. Liva in Olda Mill. Rant
mgolatli. Cal Roland, 433-3011
Tha Cammana apta - Raammata
. $21$/mo. Call Karry. ($04)220SuMet - Sprint I*, tt taVme. Hunter's
Rkkja oondo. Cal 432-071$.
Spring aubtol - Orest raammataa,
oaiual m maul awe. Fwa-mkiuto taah to
campus. $1B0/mo (nagottobkt). Cal Ann
at56M167.
Qlng*r»r.ed Hauaa - S raoma
a ulatili lor spring, top Boor. 434-4336
_HBRol
3 BH unit DAW. WrO. $200. 433-5*64.
arii tor Jl or laaira message.
Famala, nan-amaklng roommata
wer*sdtoth*»nio.2BRapt.withW/D.
January 1.432*701
Spring aamaatar - Spaclaua lalt
DflA*am/Wing araa in Huntar'. Ridga.
Mato or larnala. Qraat luomiwan. Rant
a. Karan. 433-7774.

Ream far rant - I1TVM. OWa Mill.
Calltobert(703)32»-5336.
Ill lawn needed ta ehaas 4 BR apt
widi mala grad .tudanta. South Ubarty
St. Rant negotaMo, ■nailahli January '
MM. 433474a.

' wvf.

Room for rent
Country farm houM.
Also, sama parson
naadad for aawing job

In MeQahaysvllta.
2894425, aftar 7:30.

FOR SALE
Cantor* atorllnotta — Qood condition,
rslabls; baat offer. 6*4-1*21. aak tor
Sandra.

Excettenl pay,

WBfilaW — IP 2 pKpMflttf**) y«Mrt>ooli »o
vary good oondnon. VM pay $30 Pit
eelBubba at(804)2aS-2a4a.

imrnealate opening,
muejt MtVO rafarancaa.
CaM Tina ShuN,
433-1 $33,

RockW94
Wan tad: Campus Bands
April 1

from 10 to 4.

For nofv fciito call RocMMt 'M

Houaaclaanlng

Saring Braakl Plan early -•lava
Sai
$30$50 » gat baat roomal Prioaa I.....
12/1 SI Bahama* orulaa, sin day*.
motooe. 12 maala. $2701 Panama Cay,
ooeanview room with Mohan. $1281
C«fjnc*xi from Matfwnono. •410, JaVrtoiOwt,
$430; South Padra oondo. $100; Kay
Waal, $230; Daylona. room with
kacnan*.S14Sl(a03yS7Sa3Sa.
Spring Braakl Panama CHyl I daya,
ooaanviaw ream with a kitohanl $1MI
Qraat location I Wafc to ban I Inclodaa
diacount card I Hurryl Prioaa incraama
12/151 (»00>$7M3*$
drlva (inoludaa ksyboard I mouaa).
$•00. Mao available. ImegewriUr II
printor. Contact 0. Fox, sSMor a
hot rock*
»un lamp. Cal 5*4-1715.

HELP WANTED
SarlnaBraak V* - Sal tripa. awn oath
• oo "••i Sfooart TrewtM 3*MVio*N • now
rawnj oawaju* tana CallSOOkM* ana

Cheap.

byKW*TB£

PERSONALS

RA peeltlene irjay be avallabta lor
aorinq eomeetor. PICK up nnw alt'in* in
102 Alumna. risTCal *B27S lor
info.
t student housing
avatabta. Muat ba autaolng $ aMa to
an ergennwd hauaahaM lar

SftfafM aTrfSMU StVtfl nsOntS (fOfTI *>a?90
indud*. AC. howl, tranalan, partio* •
moral Naatau. Pandkw Wand, Canoun,
Jamalc*, San Juan. Cal M, 433-5061 or
Ebabati. 432-666* or (S00)OET-SUN1.

Cal Taia Statl, 4S$-in$ tram IS ta 4.

g^^jTJErrSh's!
LOST & FOUND
Kiyilala, "Rachal,- laand naar PC
Dufca* on Sunday, 11/2*. Cal Uka. 432-

SERVICES
Skydlval Coma aiparianca an
kioradtokl advantura. akydiving. lha
ultimata high I Call lor Mormatton.
Skydhra Oranaa. (703)042-3*71. Com*
>»» aahual
Typl»i - Accurat*. raaaanabla,
ooraawtor/typ antlar, rush toba. 43440477p*aatarSSS«774.
Caaaa - Aaalt-Mavalt*, FratarnHy,
Sorority, aa oosaalenal Cinnamon Boar
Bakary»Daa.433JB$7.

Broakaral Sal trip*, tun oash, party
Iraal Panama CHy from $99,
Jamalca/Cancun $439, Padra $239,
Daytona $70, Book aany t aavol Call
EST ($00)234-7007.

I

tUUnqSpUu^rty'
Rk*l«o(liax«thC«Tipua
Mknntriaa axptoroa tha iptritual
compooam ot walnaai a
djacussaa how ta$ araa flu into
your parsocal walnaai plan on
Thuraday, Dae. 2 at 7pm in
GorJwins Purpto I GoW Room.

JMU Ratnrakata Ntoht - Tonight at
Skatotoam USA. Admission fraa with
JMUC.3katar*ntali.*1.
Pin toBlkuhil»1 isaa Ichatwtn* you
S200 In book*. Buy your tiekat on
Daoambar 2nd or 3rd. PO Bo. Loung*.
ktortar Baard Baak Drlva - Donate krt*
book, for Your Plan Ahar School. Drop
book off at PO Bon Loung*, Daoambar
2nd* 3rd.

Employrnsnt
Paraon lo H va In a do houaa
choraa In SBBBBBBB for room m
Doaro lo ba naooilaiao,

AA crulaa * tr.val jab* - Earn
*2.500/mo. * Iraval lha world Iraal
(Caribbaan, Europo. Hawaii. A.ial)
Cruwa Inaa now hiring tor buty holiday,
•pring t *ummar taaaon*. Listing
Sanrtoa. Cal (010rB2*43SS, «107.
SKI FREEI Maaaanuttan Food *
Bavaraga ia now hiring oocktall
w*4r***a*. bananoart * canton* aian.
Appioationa aootptad krom 10am to 4pm
waakdayt in Lodg*. Fraa aking t LaClub
prhrtadga*!
^

or write: P.O. Bo* 6631

Adaatna - Chriatlan caupto aaaktog
to adopt baby. Loving hema, atawdton.
financial aaourly. Call John • Susan.
Coaaa. (703)444 —24.

irsrft

$27»lMI dayal Inokrdee
laiaal Thia it a huga party! Qraat
baaehat * nightHleT Hurryl Prioaa
112/101 (a00)$7$-«3a«

atmn

) SSs* hr. - Rnfeto schedule. San
review a/ads, now, full-length book on
ana. Easy to as*, good value, wonderful
community
involvement,
good
aaparianoa, tola of posiUve feedback.
Start immodauely. Call on buelnnaoe.
Fraa tales training. Daoa PubUahing,

audanla ara Invllad to look tha

Phono toa-1200, can avanlngo
5pm to 10pm. Aak for Pal*.

WANTED
Slaaar, Basalat naadad far matel
band. Cal 433-«13S.

Win a trip to Caneunl Look tor datan •
entry blank* ki tha coupon (action of
your new IMrarsky Telephone Diraotory.
Dkettorie. ara avalabkt now at both the
Canter for Off-Campu* Living, H110
T*ytor Hal * at University Flotation*.

Clever.

Altarnatlva Spring Braak
Habitat For Humanity
In Hornastaad, Florida.
Sign-up In COCL Off tea
Taylor 205
Shiran - Did you know what Tuotday
wa*7 Lova «hv*y», Brian.
Cullan - H you lika Pin* Coladu »
gating oaughf in tw rain. I rnaaad you.
Canlldaat,
cemaatant,
caring,
graclaaa ■ Satan of AKA. Thanks horn
SVTC.

Wa wlah y'all a
auccaaafull aaaaon:
Saxual Chocolata, Juicy,
Tootla Frurtla, Sunklat,
Happy Maal!
Wa'ra dalirloua, Fry Bank**
Attanaan Dicimbii araa* - 2 Famala
JMU grads hava room to rant ki Raston.
3 BR, 3 toval tosmhousa. poof * tomi*.
Availabto January 1, month to month
toss*. (206 * 1/3 utMias. Cal Staph,
Bath a (703>47B-37«2.
Jaatotal Cams hato dan up our nawty
adaptod Ngnwa,. wVra rraabng today at
SpmbaMndMaV. Wan an yoJtharal
Danllnfl Dav* - I am curiou* to maat
my anonymou* caller. How about
Tuaaday. 3pm ki front of Jackson? C.
Rhrar

JAVA HUT
Cohaa Houaa
8pm Friday Dae. 3
at Wastsy Foundation
690 S. Mason St
Jain u* tor Ch rtatmaa ntortotnrnentl
Want a gnat toeT RA paakwna may ba
availabto for spring aamaatar. Pick up
appkattone in ORL 102 Alumna*. «J276
Operation Santa Ctoua - Adopt a kid ki
the Lbrary Lounge.
Student Amaaoeadar Silent Auettonl
Bk) for hohday git. tor fnenda * relative.
all day Monday • Tuesday in PC
BeJkoom.
A2.1 pie limtatod Setter* — Congrats on
a great umealerl
RA pealtiene may ba available for
spring tomnter. Pick up applioation* in
ORL 102 Alumna* Hall. Cal x*275 tor
Info.

Attantlon Clubs:
Halpwlth
Harrisonburg JCs"
Christmas Shopping
Sprsal
Sponsor a local child
on s $25 shopping sprsa
for thalr family at K-Mart
Dscambar11,1993.
Call 433-3144,
Paggy McHugh.
Parly in tha aun - Spring Braakl
Jamaica, Canoun. Baliarna*. S. Padra.
Florida including tha ultimata party
parltagal Organii* group * iraval Iraal
Surwpkwh Tour*. (800)428-7710.
Alpha Chi Omaaa eangratulataa all
thai nawty aisctad off car.1 Oat raatty lo• gnat aamaatorl
Cang rata now ATT aascl

CILLIA
SCRIPTED SHOW
FRIDAY, SATURDAY
DECEMBER 3 & 4
$3
8PM BOTH NIGHTS.
COME
& ENJOY!
Dtika Hall, Room M209
Chrta Hoover'* moving outl Shhhhl
Chrtatmae Service on Leeaon. * Carol,
for JMU wil be tfw Tuesday, Das. 7. at
7pm M Emmanuel Episcopal Church at
tha corner of Main St. t Cantrell (on*
block Irom campu.). All are invrtedl
Cookie* • punch afterward*. Music t
Scripture readings by Catholic.
Praabytorlan, United Method* (Wwley).
Epiaoopal Campu. Mkiietrkw 4 others.
Cal 434-2357 if you have question..

Please recycle this
Bnez9.
We thank you.

Classy

Classifieds.
eeeeeeeeaa
a
a
a

6." LARGE!

15" LARGE ONE TOPPING
433-2300
pJMUCimpiB/.S.MainSt (

433-3111
#PortR4/MarketSt.

No Coupon Necessary!

PAN, Original
or "Crispy-Thin'

^*e>V3L •ijt*J»V"J».-"»B>" a-w 4L» R.^ «..» •
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CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
Fresh Provolone Cheese
Fresh Cheddar Cheese
Canadian Style Bacon
Pepperoni Slices
Burger
Spicy Burger

Mild Sausage
Black Olives
Fresh Mushrooms
Jalapeno Peppers
Fresh Onions
Pineapple

Fresh Bell Peppers
Fresh Chunky Tomatoes
Anchovy Fillets
Spicy Italian Sausage
Green Olives
Broccoli
Black Bean

All you Can Eat Pizza, Pasta, Salad
and Dessert
Buffet Available Daily
MON - FRI 11 AM ■ 2 PM
EVERYDAY 5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
SAT - SUN 11 AM - 2 PM
ft

ft

ft

ft

3.69
4.59
3.99
ft.

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
11AM-1 AM SUN-THURS
11 AM-2AM FRI-SAT

433-0606

Cloverleaf Shopping Center

Large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 Drinks

.

